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Abstract
Traffic safety at intersections is a particularly difficult phenomenon to study, given the fact that
accidents occur randomly in time and space thereby making short-term measurement,
assessment and comparison difficult. The EU directive 2008/96/EC introduced road
infrastructure safety management, which offers a five layer structure for developing safer road
infrastructure has been used to develop tools for accident prediction and black spot
management analysis which has been applied in this work to assess the safety level of
intersections in Norrköping city in Sweden.
Accident data history from STRADA (Swedish Traffic Accident Data Acquisition) and the
network demand model for Norrköping city were used to model black spots and predict the
expected number of accidents at intersections using PTV Visum Safety tool, after STRADA
accident classification was restructured and the Swedish accident prediction model (APM) was
configured and tested to work within the tool using the model from the Swedish road
administration (SRA). The performance of the default (Swiss) and the Swedish APM was
compared and identified locations with the high accident records, predicted accident counts
and traffic volumes were audited using qualitative assessment checklist from Street-Audit tool.
The results from these methods were analysed, validated and compared. This work provides
recommendations on the used quantitative and qualitative methods to prevent accident
occurrence at the identified locations.

Keywords: Accident Prediction Models, Black Spot Management, Intersections, PTV Visum
Safety, STRADA, Street-Audit, Traffic Safety

Abstrakt
Trafiksäkerheten i korsningar är en särskilt svår fenomen att studera, med tanke på att olyckor
inträffar slumpmässigt i tid och plats vilket gör kortsiktiga mätning, utvärdering och jämförelse
svår. EU-direktivet 2008/96/EC infördes säkrare vägar, som erbjuder en fem lager struktur för
att utveckla säkrare väg infrastruktur. Den struktur har använts för att utveckla verktyg för att
förutsäga olyckor och göra analys av tillfälliga platser där det inträffat många olyckor, så
kallade ”blackspots”. Verktyget har använts i detta arbete för att bedöma säkerheten nivå av
utvalda korsningar i Norrköping i Sverige.
Olycksdatahistorik från STRADA (Swedish Traffic Accident Data Acquisition) och modell
nätverks efterfrågan på Norrköping användes för att modellera blackspots och förutsäga det
förväntade antalet olyckor i korsningar med hjälp av PTV Visum säkerhetsverktyg, efter
STRADA klassificering olycka om strukturerades och svenska förutsägelse olycka modell
(accident prediction model APM) har konfigurerats och testats för att arbeta i verktyget med
hjälp av modellen från trafikverket. Utförandet av standard (Schweiz) och de svenska APM
och identifierade platser med posterna hög olycks, förutspådde olycks räknas och trafikvolymer
granskades med hjälp av checklista kvalitativ bedömning från Street-Audit verktyg. Resultaten
från dessa metoder analyserades, valideras och jämföras. Detta arbete ger rekommendationer
om de använda kvantitativa och kvalitativa metoder för att förebygga uppkomsten olyckan vid
de identifierade platser.
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1 Background
Road accident statistics in Europe stress the need for more systematic mechanisms for accident
analysis and prediction. According to the World Health Organization road accidents constitute
one of the leading cause of death for people between the ages of 15 – 44 (Kapp, 2003). Given
the current trends, accident fatalities are projected by 2020 to become the fifth leading cause
of death world-wide resulting in an estimated 2.4 million deaths each year (W.H.O, 2011). At
the same time, traffic accidents result in high economic losses due to traffic congestion which
in turn leads to a wide variety of adverse consequences such as, traffic delays, supply chain
interruptions, travel time unreliability, increased noise pollution, as well as deterioration of air
quality. To combat these and the intrinsic accident risks, road safety has emerged as a priority
alongside road safety management and forecasting practices (Gregoriades & Kyriacos, 2013).
Conflicts are a fact of life at intersections and this accounts for high accident rates especially
for vulnerable road users (VRUs) at intersections. A large proportion of traffic accidents that
occur on the Swedish road networks are at intersection. In 2002, there were 3564 accidents at
3-leg intersections, which resulted in 82 fatalities, 730 serious injuries and 2752 minor injuries.
At 4-leg intersections, 3223 accidents were recorded, which resulted in 57 fatalities, 584
serious and 2582 minor injuries. On the other hand, there were 435 accidents at roundabout,
which resulted in 5 fatalities, 68 serious and 362 minor injuries. In 2013, 22.5% of the total
accidents, 13.8% of the fatalities and 23.4% of the serious/light injuries recorded occurred at
the intersection (Trafikanalys, 2013). To further understand the depth of the problem at the
European level, study report shows that accidents at intersections represent 43% of road injury
accidents in EU-27 (Molinero Martinez, et al., 2007).
Over the years, effort has been intensified across Europe. The European Parliament and
Council of the European Union adopted the 2008/96/EC directive in 2008 on road
infrastructure safety assessment, as recognised in the “Time to Decide” white paper (European
Parliament, 2008). The directive devised a five tier structure for developing safer road
infrastructure, which are: Road Safety Impact Assessment (RIA), Road Safety Audits (RSA),
Road Safety Inspection (RSI), Black Spot management (BSM) and Network Safety
Management (NSM).
Based on this five tier road infrastructure safety assessment structure, PTV Vision has created
Visum Safety (Hoffman, 2014), for the purpose of identification of network black spots and
prediction of future accident nodes and links within a transport network as a quantitative
assessment method which includes RIA, BSM and NSM. On the other hand, TRL has also
developed the Street-Audit tool for RSA and RSI, which is a qualitative assessment method
and completes the five tier structure. It is therefore interesting to find out the performance of
these tools with data from Sweden. For the reason of data accessibility and availability, as well
as intersection accident statistics, the application of these quantitative and qualitative tools at
are therefore explored in this work using intersections in Norrkoping city as a case study.
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1.1 Aim
The aim of this work is to investigate how the application of road infrastructure safety
assessment methods, can improve traffic safety measurement and assessment. Intersections in
Norrköping city were chosen as the case study due to the city’s intersection accident statistics
and growing demand for road transport.
To achieve this aim, the following questions would be investigated;








How compatible is STRADA with international modelling tools?
What is the current black spot identification standard in Sweden?
How does the default APM within Visum Safety compare to the Swedish APM?
What is the performance of the state-of-the-art black spot identification method?
What are the effects of applying qualitative assessment method at the identified
locations?
How does the road infrastructure safety methods contribute to the safety level of
intersections in Norrköping?

1.2 Limitations
1. The Visum network model for Norrköping is poorly developed and not up-to-date. It
contains only vehicle mode of transport, and all intersections are represented as one
node which reduces the accuracy of the prediction.
2. Data of pedestrian and cyclist ADT using each intersection within the city is
unavailable.
3. Network safety management which deals with road stretches and links is briefly
discussed but not the area of focus in this work. Therefore, prediction on links and road
stretches are excluded.
4. Accident cost, accident severity and property damage calculations are not included in
this work, as the data is not readily available in the accident database.

1.3 Methodology
Accident Prediction Models (APM) as a proactive and quantitative safety measure, is a Road
Safety Impact Assessment (RIA) method. This makes the procedure important to forestall
accident black spots before they start to form, saving lives and resources. Black Spot
Management on the other hand is a reactive and qualitative safety measure, where historical
crash data is used to identify locations with high accident frequency, analyse the contributing
factors and find counter measures. These two methods listed shall be implemented using Visum
Safety tool. Qualitative assessment checklists within Street-Audit tool shall also be used for
the assessment of the identified locations with high predicted accidents.
Historical accident data from STRADA for Norrkoping city from January 2010 to July 2015
which contains geocoded location of accidents and other attributes, will be used with the
demand network model of the city, which contains the city road network, capacity, speed and
ADT. In combination with OSM within application, accident details are imported and allocated
to their corresponding locations in the network model. Intersections with high recorded
accident will be identified using heat map. Future accident scenario will first be predicted,
2

using the default prediction model and its regression coefficients. The Swedish APM and its
regression coefficients will also be applied and their results shall be compared. A state-of-theart approach for blackspot identification will then be applied to both prediction models and
their results would be compared. A qualitative analysis will be performed at identified and
selected locations.
Input data source
Below is the list of data used in this work and their sources.
1. Historic accident data for Norrkoping city sourced from STRADA.
2. Visum network model which contains the city road network and the volume of passing
vehicles per day. This data is sourced from Traffic Infrastructure course at the
university.
3. The volume of cyclists and pedestrians using the intersections per day will be manually
gathered at the identified location.

1.4 Outline
Chapter 1 introduces the background of information on European road accident statistics, the
consequences of conflicts at intersections in Sweden and development efforts on traffic safety
that led to the development of the methods applied in this work. It also highlights the aim of
the work and the objectives to achieve the aim, as well as the limitations, data source and
methodology.
Chapter 2 details the theoretical framework for the work, discussing intersections and its
accident trends with some safety design elements. European traffic safety policy is also
discussed, with focus on the 2008/96/EC directive on road infrastructure safety management
and its five tier structure.
Chapter 3 gives a detailed information about APM forms, evaluation of goodness of fit, models
for urban intersections that has been developed and tested in other countries, including the
Swedish prediction model.
Chapter 4 focuses on BSM. It starts out with definitions and philosophy, and then to stages in
BSM, current identification methods in some European countries including Sweden, and best
practice guidelines. Recommended identification principles is latter discussed which covers the
general recommendations and the state-of-the-art approach.
In chapter 5, software and database review is done. The main tool used in this work namely
PTV Visum Safety is discussed, as well as the qualitative assessment checklist from TRL
Street-Audit. STRADA database review is also discussed.
Chapter 6 is about the case study. It gives more details about Norrköping city, its demand and
supply as well as a justification for this work. The input data collection process was also
discussed and the procedure followed is highlighted
In chapters 7, the results achieved in this work is discussed while chapter 8 discusses the
recommendations and conclusions from the results.
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2 Theoretical Framework
The theoretical frame work for this work is laid in this chapter with a brief introduction into
intersections, its accident trends and some safety design parameters. The European directive which
is the foundation of this work is discussed.

2.1 Intersections
The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) defines
intersections, as ‘the general area where two or more highway join or cross, including the
roadway and roadside facilities for traffic movements within the area’, with the main objective
of their design to ‘facilitate the convenience, ease, and comfort of people traversing the
intersection while enhancing the efficient movement of motor vehicles, buses, trucks, bicycles
and pedestrians (AASHTO, 2010). Within these broad descriptions, specific designs of
individual intersections can vary greatly from location to location based on the alignment and
functional classification of the intersection roadways, the type and amount of expected traffic,
and the land use characteristics in the vicinity of the intersection among many others. Despite
the number of factors that can influence intersections, the design goal is always the same;
maximize both the efficiency and safety of traffic operations within the intersection (Wolshon,
2004).

2.1.1 Intersection Traffic Conflict
Conflicts are a fact of life at intersections, eventhough they can often be eliminated or relocated
using various geometric and control measures (Wolshon, 2004). It is an observable situation in
which two or more road users approach each other in space and time to an extent of collision
risk if their movements remains unchanged (Svensson, 2007).
A conventional 4-leg, 3-leg and roundabout intersection creates a total of 32 points, 9 points
and 8 points of conflict respectively, between the various through and turning movements.
These conflict points are classified into one of three different types: crossing, merging and
diverging. Crossing conflicts occur at locations where vehicle travel paths cross one another,
merging conflicts occur where vehicles from one traffic streem enter into another, and
diverging are located at points in which vehicles depart a traffic stream. Generally, crossing
conflicts are the most hazatdous because the crashes associated with them often occur at angles
more severe tham merging and diverging related crashes, and the speed differential of the
conflicting vehicles (such as left turn angle crashes) can be more pronounced than the other
conflicts (Wolshon, 2004).
However, traffic conflict is categorized according to intersection types by (Ge, 2011) as below:





Left-Turning conflict: This happens at unsignalized intersections between a left-turning
vehicle and a through vehicle traveling on the cross street.
Crossing conflict: This often happens at both unsignalized and signalized intersection,
between a through vehicle and another through vehicle traveling on the cross street.
Rear-End conflict: This often happens at signalized intersections between two vehicles
traveling in the same direction and lane, and is caused by reduced braking distance
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between the two vehicles, especially when the front vehicle suddenly apply brakes or
slows down.
Right-Turn conflict: This often happens at both signalized and unsignalized
intersection, between a right-turning vehicle and a through vehicle. The reason for this
conflict may include high volume of right-turning vehicles.
Weaving conflict: This conflict often happens at oth unsignalized and signalized
intersection between two vehicles traversing on different lanes. Conflict occurs when
one of the vehicles changes lane to that of the front vehicle.
Pedestrian conflict: This type of conflict happens between vehicles and pedestirnas
crossing the intersection. It often happens at unsignalized intersections, wher pedestrian
volume is high and at signalized intersections where pedestrians and turning vehicle
volumes are both high.

2.1.2 Intersection Accident trends
In United States, a report shows that in 2008, about 55% of all total crashes and 57% of total
fatal/injury crashes happened at intersection areas (Ge, 2011). Another report from Florida
shows that in 2003, 96 710 accidents occurred at intersection, which resulted in 929 fatalities
and 107 429 injuries (Abdel-Aty, et al., 2006). Between 2003 and 2007, crashes at junctions
represent about 60% of all crashes with 44% intersections (intersection and intersectionrelated), and fatalities in crashes occurring at intersections account for slightly more that 20%
of all motor vehicle traffic fatalities in the US every year.
In Canada, report from 2002-2004 shows that an average of 809 persons were killed and 7 996
persons were seriously injured per year in intersection related accidents. This translates to 29%
of all fatalities and 43% of all serious injuries originating from road accident at intersections
(Molinero Martinez, et al., 2007).
Crash data over a decade in Australia suggests that intersections are associated with a higher
level of crash risk than with other parts of the road network, largely due to the threatening
angles of impact and high collision speeds which they accommodate, and has left
approximately 100 000 Australians injured or killed in Victoria alone. (Corben, et al., 2010).
Accidents at intersections represent 43% of road injury accidents in EU27, which is largely due
to countries such as UK, Czech Republic, Italy, Denmark and Netherlands, with the rate
varying between 47% and 59%, with 21% fatalities and 32% fatalities and serious injuries.
Molinero Martinez, et al. (2007) shows that in France, 84 318 injury accidents occurred in
2004. 27% of injury accidents happened at intersections and resulted in 15 % of the fatalities
and 27 % of the severely and slightly injured. Intersection accidents happened mainly in urban
areas (80%) but the severity is lower (42% of the fatalities in intersections occurred in urban
areas). Of the injury accidents at intersection, 23% involved at least one passenger car and
resulted in 10 % of all fatalities. Same report shows that the German Federal Statistical Office
identifies that overall 34% of accidents happen at intersections. In Spain, 34% of injury
accidents occurred at intersection. Austrian statistics show 32% of all accidents occurring at
intersection while Switzerland counts 24%. In Sweden, a large proportion of traffic accidents
that occur on the Swedish road networks are at intersection. In 2002, there were 3 564 accidents
at 3-leg intersections, which resulted in 82 fatalities, 730 serious injuries and 2752 minor
injuries. At 4-leg intersections, 3 223 accidents were recorded, which resulted in 57 fatalities,
5

584 serious and 2 582 minor injuries. On the other hand, there were 435 accidents at
roundabout, which resulted in 5 fatalities, 68 serious and 362 minor injuries (Ge, 2011). Figure
2.1 shows the analysis of the Swedish road accident by road type in 2013 involving a total of 2
488 accidents while intersection claimed the second highest value with 561 accidents (22.5%),
36 fatalities and 525 injuries.
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Figure 2.1: Swedish Road Traffic Accidents by road type with fatal and severe personal injury in 2013

2.1.3 Safety of Intersection Design Elements
The main objective of intersection design is to reduce the number and severity of potential
conflicts between road users: motorists (cars, trucks, and buses), cyclists and pedestrians.
Various references have suggested the objectives, principles, and guidelines that should be
considered when designing intersections. Brüde, et al. (1998) and Wolshon (2004) confirms
that the following elements have to be considered in the design of intersections, which are the
factors that make-up the Street-Audit checklist discussed in section 5.2. These elements are
introduced as follows;
Sight Distance
Sight Distance is a critical design feature for intersections, which facilitates safe movements
around the intersection area. Intersection sight distance must be sufficient for drivers to
anticipate and avoid potential conflicts with crossing and merging traffic stream. Thus, the
dimensions of obstruction-free envelops are a function of the physical conditions around the
intersection, driver behaviour, design speeds, and acceleration-deceleration distances
(Wolshon, 2004).
The stopping sight distance depends on the speed of the vehicle. It is the distance travelled
from the point where driver sees a hazard to the point where he can safely stop by braking. A
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reaction time of 1.5 – 2.0 seconds is considered normal and a deceleration of 3.0 – 4.0 m/s2 is
considered as safe braking (Brüde, et al., 1998).
David & Norman (1975) studied the relationship between the accident rate and various
intersection geometric and traffic features in the United States. They found significant accident
rate difference between ‘obstructed’ and ‘clear’ intersections for various levels of sight distance
restriction. In another study, Wu (1973) investigated the relationship between the accident rate
and what the termed ‘clear vision right-of-way’ at 1λ2 signalized intersections. The study
concluded that intersections where vision is poor have significantly higher injury, property
damage and total accident rates.
Horizontal Alignment
The Horizontal Alignment of an intersection is a direct reflection of the alignment of the
approaching roads. Since roads that intersect at acute angles can make it difficult for drivers to
see traffic approaching on some of the crossing legs, create problems for large vehicle turning
movements, and extend both the time and distace required to cross the intersecting highway, it
is strongly recommended that intersecting roadways should cross at or very bear right angles
(Wolshon, 2004).
It is widely accepted that the preferred angle of intersecting legs at an intersection is 90 degrees
(Arndt & Troutbeck, 1995). For roundabouts, as the angle between an arm and the next arm
increases, the accident frequency decreases (Maycock & Hall, 1984); this is because the
entering-circulating interaction becomes less of a crossing conflict and more a merger.
However, the angle between the roundabout arms is a relatively minor accident variable.
Channelization
This is a design technique used to simplify movements, increase capacity, and improve safety
within the vicinity of an intersection. It accomplishes these by relocating and eliminating points
of conflict and separating and restricting vehicular and pedestrian movements into specific and
clearly defined paths. It can be accomplished in several ways including using islands, median,
and various traffic control devices including flush-level pavement markings where it is not
possible to use an island.
It is widely accepted that intersetion channelization is beneficial. However, Hedman (1990)
reporting Swedish accident studies on rural two lane roads, stated that traffic islands in the
secondary road have been shown to reduce accidents at 4-way intersection by some 10 percent,
but seem not to have any significant effect at 3-way intersections. Also the safety effects of
central turning lanes on the primary road seem to depend on whether the channelization was
achieved by raised curbstones or by road markings; in many cases curbstone islands resulted
in more severe accidents, especially at 4-way intersections.
Approach Speed / Intersection Speed Limit
It is generally accepted that hazard of at-grade intersections increases as the approach speed
increases (TRB, 1984). Following a study of roundabout accidents in Australia, Arndt &
Troutbeck (1995) suggested that the decrease in 85th percentile speeds between successive
geometric elements is an important parameter when designing intersection approaches in high
speed environments; they suggested that this is best achieved by using a series of reducing radii
horizintal curves. For single vehicle accidents on roundabouts, they suggested that a maximum
7

allowed decrease in 85th percentile speed of 20 km/h between successive geometric elements
would achieve a balance between safety and construction costs.

2.2 European Traffic Safety Directive
One of the key activities of the European Commission is transportation, because free movement
of people and goods is considered as a major issue within the European countries. The
Commission, in its White Paper titled ‘Time to Decide’, published in September 2001
recognized the insufficiency of their actions and transport policy aimed at improving the road
traffic safety situation, and therefore proposed the European Road Safety Action Programme
for 2003 – 2010 (European Commission, 2001). The overall objective of the programme is to
half the number of killed people in traffic by year 2010.
In 2008, the European Parliament and the Council of the European Union adopted the directive
2008/96/EC on road infrastructure safety management (European Parliament, 2008). This
directive is also based on the need expressed in the ‘Time to Decide’ white paper; to carry out
safety impact assessments and road safety audits, in order to identify and manage high accident
concentration sections within the European community. The road safety impact assessment
would demonstrate, on a strategic level, the implications on road safety of different planning
alternatives of an infrastructure project, while road safety audits would identify, in a detailed
safe way, unsafe features of a road infrastructure project. This directive led to several joint
European research and development projects such as SAFESTAR (Safety Standards for Road
Design and Redesign), RISMET (Road Infrastructure Safety Management Evaluation Tools),
RIPCORD – iSEREST (Road Infrastructure Safety Protection – Core Research Development
for Road Safety in Europe and Increasing Safety and Reliability of Secondary Roads for
Sustainable Surface Transport) and much more, which has given both scientific and technical
support to the definition and operation requirements of the directive. The developments from
the several research projects of this directive is the foundation of this thesis work.
The directive devised a five tier structure for developing safer road infrastructure, and these
arms are designed to be complementary and derived from the Ripcord-iSerest Project on Road
Safety as the following topics:






Road Safety Impact Assessment (RIA)
Road Safety Audits (RSA)
Road Safety Inspection (RSI)
Black Spot management (BSM)
Network Safety Management (NSM)

Two of the above listed elements address exiting roads – the Road Safety inspection and Black
Spot management, which are predominantly ‘reactive’ measures. On the other hand, Road
Safety Impact Assessment and Road Safety Audit are designed to address safety conditions
with the development of new roads, which are ‘proactive’ measures for prevention of accident
occurrence. Network Safety Management explores issues relating to both topics of current and
future road development and management (Laufer, 2014).
These tiers are further discussed below as excerpts from the RiPCORD-iSEREST (2007)
project result. More information about the tiers is available in the report.
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2.2.1 Road Safety Impact Assessment (RIA)
According to a work package led by SWOV (RiPCORD-iSEREST, 2007), decisions made on
large road projects or new road schemes play an important role in their impact on road safety.
Road safety impact assessment (RIA) means a strategic comparative analysis of the impact of
a new road or a substantial modification to the existing network on the safety performance of
the road network and can help to identify the likely safety effects of different proposed road or
traffic schemes (‘variants’), or policy actions (e.g. changing speed limits). It usually covers the
whole road network which is affected by the measure. The use of RIA is non-uniform. It can
concentrate on one single project, and can in this way base on expert opinion, literature, traffic
models including risk factors or accident prediction models and traffic models including costbenefit modules.
SWOV noted that for assessing the impact of plans with a wider scope on regional or national
networks like a road safety plan or transport master plan, a RIA can consist of different steps:







a description of the current (present) situation (traffic volumes, safety levels)
a prediction of the future situation (traffic volumes) without measures (using present
safety levels)
determination of the effects of the measure based on known effects of measures and the
expected degree of implementation
calculation of cost-benefit rations
optimizing plans according to available budgets or desired safety impacts.

2.2.2 Road Safety Audit (RSA)
The EU directive 2008/96/EC defines Road Safety Audit (RSA) is an independent detailed
systematic and technical safety check relating to the design characteristics of a road
infrastructure project and covering all stages from planning to early operation.
BASt (RiPCORD-iSEREST, 2007) documented that whenever road authorities plan new roads
or whenever an existing road has to be redesigned due to change of local conditions, the road
designers have to consider a number of different aspects and interests in their schemes which
have an effect on the design itself.
Several reasons like cost, environmental restrictions, and political restraints sometimes force
designers to make compromises which do not always lead to a design with the highest level of
safety. Road safety aspects are mostly implicitly considered in the design standards and
existing approval procedures usually checks for compliance with design standards only.
The main advantage of RSA therefore is that road authorities can take appropriate remedial
measures before accidents happen. Furthermore, a treatment of deficits before traffic opening
can avoid expensive and time consuming changes to existing road infrastructure.
Usually, RSAs are carried out during the planning and design phase of a road project until early
operation as in the steps below;




During the feasibility (planning) stage
At the preliminary design stage
In the detailed design stage
9




Shortly before the road is opened to traffic, Auditors inspect the sites
Shortly after the road has been opened to traffic, Auditors check if the road users make
use of the road as intended.

Results of the Rosebud (Road Safety and Environmental Benefit-Cost and Cost-Effectiveness
Analysis for Use in Decision-Making) project as well as other international studies made in the
UK, Denmark and Australia regarding the effects and benefits of RSAs generally show that
conducting audits is inexpensive but highly effective.

2.2.3 Road Safety Inspection (RSI)
Road Safety Inspection (RSI) is defined by the EU Directive as an ordinary periodical
verification of the road network characteristics and defects that require maintenance work for
safety reasons. RSIs are increasingly used as part of road safety management.
KfV (RiPCORD-iSEREST, 2007) defines RSI as a systemic assessment of the safety standard
of an existing road, in particular with respect to hazards related to traffic signs, roadside
features, environmental risk factors and road surface conditions. The objective of a road safety
inspection is to identify traffic hazards and suggest measures to correct these hazards.
RSI is, to a large extent, based on similar checklists and procedures as those applied in road
safety audits. Road Safety Audits are applied during the planning of new roads, whereas Road
Safety Inspections are carried out on existing roads.

2.2.4 Black Spot Management (BSM)
The EU Directive referred to Black Spot Management (BSM) as ‘Ranking of high accident
concentration sections’, and defined it as a method to identify, analyse and rank sections of the
road network which have been in operation for more than three years and upon which a large
number of fatal accidents in proportion to the traffic flow have occurred.
According to TØI (RiPCORD-iSEREST, 2007), black spots are also referred to as hazardous
road locations, hot spots or sites with promise. No standard definition exits of black spot.
However, from a theoretical point of view black spots should be defined as any location that:




has a higher expected number of accidents,
than other similar locations,
as a result of local risk factors.

In practice, black spots are in most cases identified in terms of the recorded number of
accidents. Identification in terms of the expected number of accidents is to be preferred, as this
accounts for sources of systematic variation in the number of accidents and controls for random
variation.
BSM can be divided into 9 stages as in Table 1.
1. Data Collection
2. Dividing
3. Identification
4. Analysis
5. Treatment

Collection of data on roads, traffic and accidents
Dividing the road network into different road elements and sections
Ranking and identification of black spots/hazardous road sections
In-office and on-site analysis of accidents
Proposing of treatment for true black spots/hazardous road sections
10

6. Pre-evaluation
7. Ranking
8. Implementation
9. Post-evaluation

Pre evaluation pf proposed treatment
Ranking of projects and location of treatment
Implementation and operation of treatment
Before-and –after evaluation of effect of treatment
Table 1: Typical stages in BSM (RiPCORD-iSEREST, 2007)

2.2.5 Network Safety management (NSM)
The EU directive defines Network Safety Management (NSM), as a method for identifying,
analysing, and classifying parts of the existing road network according to their potential for
safety development and accident cost savings.
TØI (RiPCORD-iSEREST, 2007) documented that in the last 5 to 10 years, several of the safest
countries have supplemented or even replaced the traditional black spot management (BSM)
with network safety management (NSM), which is identification and treatment of hazardous
road sections.
Like black spots, no international standard definition of hazardous road section exists.
However, the following definition is recommended. A hazardous road section is any section
with a length between 2 and 10 kilometres that:




has a higher expected number and severity of accidents,
than other similar road sections,
as a result of local and section based accident and injury factors.

This means that the basic philosophy is roughly the same for NSM and BSM.
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3 Accident Prediction Models
Safety predictions are needed for two main purposes (Hauer, 2010):
1. To set policy targets. For this purpose one needs to predict what should be the future
safety of the unit (can be a state, a region, a city a road section, drivers of an age cohort,
trucks of some type, etc.) if the policy or programs will not be implemented. Safety
targets are then set on this basis.
2. To estimate that was the effect a policy, program, or treatment on the safety of the unit.
For this purpose too, one need to predict what would have been the safety of the unit
had the policy, program or treatment not been implemented.
The difference between the two circumstances is one of timing; for the target setting, prediction
is produced before the program or policy is implemented whereas for the effect estimation, the
prediction is produced after the intervention was implemented.
Several research projects has been concluded with quality research result on the topic. This
chapter is therefore based on the result of the report from Reurings, et al. (2005).

3.1 Definition
An Accident Prediction Model (APM) is a mathematical formula describing the relation
between the safety level of existing roads (i.e. crashes, victims, injured, fatalities etc.) and
variables that explain this level (road length, width, traffic volume etc.). APMs are used for a
variety of purposes, most frequently to estimate the expected accident frequencies from various
roadway entities (highways, intersections, interstates, etc.) and also to identify geometric,
environmental and operational factors that are associated with the occurrence of accidents. It
is important to examine the nature of relationships between roadway, environmental and
operational factors and, accidents to understand the causal mechanisms involved in accidents
on the one hand and to better predict their occurrence on the other hand. APMs are one path of
inquiry often used to gain these insights (Reurings, et al., 2005).

3.2 Accident Prediction Model forms
The basic form of nearly all modern accident prediction models is as below (e.g. (Greibe,
2003)):
=

∑

The estimated expected number of accidents, E ( ) is a function of traffic volume Q, and a set
of risk factors Xi (i = 1, 2, 3… n). The effect of traffic volume on accidents is modelled in terms
of an elasticity, that is a power β, to which traffic volume is raised (Hauer, 1995). This elasticity
shows the percentage change of the expected number of accidents, which is associated with a
1 percent change in traffic volume. If the value of β is 1.0, the number of accidents is
proportional to traffic volume, as traditionally assumed when using accident rates in road safety
analysis. If the value of β is less than 1, the number of accidents increases by a greater
percentage than traffic volume. This is further discussed in Ivan (2004).
The effects of various risk factors that influence the probability of accidents given exposure is
generally modeled as an exponential function, that is as e (the base of natural logarithms) raised
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to a sum of the product of coefficients , and values of the variables xi, denoting risk factors.
Mathematically speaking, the following functions are identical:
=

�

×

This means that the common model form presented in the equation above can be simplified to:
=

∑

×�

In models that refer to intersections, a fairly common model form is the following (e.g. (Brüde
& Larsson, 1993); (Persaud, et al., 2003)):
=

�� ��

∑

In this model, QMA refers to the number of vehicles entering an intersection from the major
road, QMI refers to the number of vehicles entering an intersection from the minor road. Several
versions of these basic model forms have been developed (e.g. (Miaou & Lord, 2003).
There are few guidelines for the choice of model form. The choice of an exponential form is
logical in view of the characteristics of the Poisson distribution. Additive linear models are
rarely used today, as these models can give illogical results, like a negative predictive number
of accidents (Reurings, et al., 2005). Interaction terms are not very common in accident
prediction models, although one can easily imagine that for example, a sudden change in both
alignment and cross section may have a greater effect on accidents than the sum of the effects
of changes in each of these design elements. Hauer (2004) offers some preliminary guidelines,
arguing that accident prediction models should contain both a multiplicative and an additive
portion:
�=

×[

×

ℎ
+

]

The multiplicative part is intended to represent the effects of traffic volume and continuous
hazards. The additive part is intended to represent the effects of point hazards, like driveways.
Hauer, et al. (2004) present an example of this form. The choice of model is closely related to
the specification of functional relationships (Reurings, et al., 2005).

3.3 Evaluation of goodness of fit
Several measures have been proposed to evaluate the goodness of fit of accident prediction
models. Miaou, et al. (1996) showed that the squared multiple correlation coefficient is not
suited as a measure of the goodness of fit of an accident prediction model. Maher &
Summersgill (1996) discussed the use of the scaled deviance and the log-likelihood ratio as
measures of goodness-of-fit, concluding that the scaled deviance is not suited for data sets that
have a low mean number of accidents. Fridstrøm, et al. (1995) discussed and compared five
measures of goodness-of-fit. One of these, termed the Elvik Index, is derived from the
overdispersion parameter of negative binomial accident predition models.
Total variation in the count of accidents found in a sample of study unit can be decomposed
into random variation and systematic variations (Hauer, 1997):
=

+
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There is systematic variation in number of accidents whenever the variance exceeds the mean.
This is referred to as overdispersion. The amount of overdispersion found in a data set, can be
described in terms of the overdispersion parameter, which is defined as follows (Reurings, et
al., 2005):
=

×

+

Solving this with respect to the overdispersion parameter ( ) givesμ
−

=

Where is the overdispersion parameter,
is the variance of the recorded number of
accident and is the predicted number of accident. The success of a model in explaining
accidents can be evaluated by comparing the overdispersion parameter of a fitted model to the
overdispersion parameter in the original data set.
Reurings, et al. (2005) concluded that most models assume a constant overdispersion
parameter. If however the ‘size’ of the units of analysis differs (road sections with different
lengths, for example), it is more correct to treat the overdispersion parameter as a variable
(Hauer, 2001) and model it as a function of, for example, section length.

3.4 Accident Prediction Models (APM) for Urban Intersections
Though it is recommended to have diffferent APMs for different intersection types Reurings,
et al. (2005) as well as Nambuusi, et al. (2008) concluded that the most common and acceptable
APM for most intersection types is as below;
=

×

��

×

��

×

∑

Where;
= expected number of accidents at intersection type i
�� = number of vehicles entering an intersection from the major road
�� = number of vehicles entering an intersection from the minor road
= vector of explanatory variables, j, other than traffic flow on intersection i
= intercept
,
= effect of traffic volume on the expected number of accidents (elasticity)
= regression coefficient representing the effect of the jth explanatory variable
other than traffic flow.
Below are sample models developed for different intersection types in other works.

3.4.1 Model 1
By Sayed & Rodriguez (1999), a study was designed to develop accident prediction models for
urban unsignalized intersections as a function of the traffic volumes on both major and minor
roads as the type of intersections, i.e. three- or four-arm in the Greater Vancouver Regional
District and Vancuver Island, British Columbia.
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The GLM method which was used in this study is based on the work of Hauer, et al. (1988)
and Kulmala (1995). As a consequence, the structure of the model relates the number of
accidents to the product of traffic flows, raised to a certain power, entering the intersection.
The model developed in this study is of the form:
� =

Where

,

� = expected accident frequency (acc/three years);

V1 = major road traffic volume (AADT)

V2 = minor road traffic volume (AADT)
i

= model parameters

3.4.2 Model 2
Lord & Persaud (2000) illustrate the application of generalised estimation equations procedure
for the development of accident prediction models that take into account the temporal trend
(year to year variation) in accident counts. Proper consideration of temporal trend is especially
important when many years of accident data are used for model fitting or in countries with a
rapidly change in the safety situation. In fact, if trend is not accounted for, the variance in
calculated correlations will be underestimated and some regression coefficients may be
selected when, in reality, they are not significant. Furthermore, overestimations or
underestimations may be obtained, depending on the reference period being analysed.
Accident prediction models were developed for urban four-arm signalised intersections in
Toronto area. Five models were calibrated to the data, designed in a way to enable the
comparison of different procedures for taking account of time trend.
The general model form is stated by the following equation:

Where:

�

=

× ��

,

× ��

,

×

×�� �

�, �

AFt = annual accident frequency (for year t);
AADTmajor, t = entering AADT on the major road (year t);
AADTminor, t = entering AADT on the minor road (year t);
at, b, c = estimated coefficients.
It is important to note the difference in the two models discussed above. The models were
developed for accident frequency calculation at three or four arms intersections, which is then
applied in the calculation of expected number of accident. The parameters in each equation are
different due to location difference, but they all refer to the same parameter. That is, where v
was used to represent traffic volume in model 1, AADT was used in model 2. These are
comparable to flow Q in the generalized formula in section 4.4. As it has been seen, different
research works used different parameters but they all refer to the same definition.
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3.5 Swedish Model
Sweden has developed comprehensive intersection accident prediction models using the
GLIM, for the prediction of road accidents involving different road users that is also applicable
to different intersection types as below (Vägverket, 2009) (Brüde, et al., 1998);
For Accidents involving Motor vehicles only;
�

Given that:
�

�

� ℎ

=

ℎ= � +�

=�

�
]
× [ ⁄
(� + � )

× � +�

=

×

ℎ

×

For Accidents involving Motor vehicles and Cyclists;

�

�

� ℎ_

=�

=

×

×

�
× [ ⁄

ℎ×3

Where;

�

� ℎ_

=�

=

×

×

×

ℎ ×

For Accidents involving Motor vehicle and Pedestrians;
�

ℎ ]

×3

ℎ ×

×3

−

×

−

×

−

� = incoming motor vehicles per day from primary road

� = Incoming motor vehicles per day from secondary road

ℎ = Annual average number of incoming motor vehicles per day
= Annual average number of passing cyclists per day.

= Annual average number of passing pedestrians per day.
�
year

�
year

� ℎ

= Predicted number of vehicle accidents per million incoming vehicles per

� ℎ_

= Predicted number of cyclist accidents per million passing cyclists per

� � ℎ_
per year

= Predicted number of pedestrian accidents per million passing pedestrians

Accident rate = Number of accidents per million incoming vehicles, cyclists and
pedestrians
a, b and c = the regression coefficients
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The prediction models are applicable all intersection types categorized by the SRA as shown
in Figure 3.1. The intersections are grouped into 6 types as depicted in the figure as follows;
Type A: No Traffic Islands, Type B: Standard Refuges, Type C: VSV Lane,
Type D: Roundabout, Type E: Signalized, Type F: Ramp or Grade Intersection
The characteristics of each intersection type was combined with different traffic volume,
number of arms of the intersection, entering speed, road geometry and traffic environment and
used by the SRA to develop tables predefined regression coefficients which are available in the
appendix section.

Figure 3.1: Intersection types (Vägverket, 2009)

The Swedish prediction models clearly shows its robustness with specific models for accidents
involving different road users. Brüde, et al. (1998) concluded that the regression coefficients
show the percentage change in the dependent variable and the influence of the proportional
flow on the accident rate. In the case involving only motor vehicles, the coefficients show that
an increase in either the proportion of traffic on the secondary roads or general increase in
overall incoming vehicles will lead to an increased accident rate, while in the case of cyclist
and pedestrians accidents, the coefficients show that an increase in the number of cyclist and
pedestrian flow reduces their accident rate, perhaps due to an increased level of awareness for
motor vehicles.
An interview was had during the course of this work with Jörgen Larsson of VTI (Swedish
National Road and Transport Research Institute) about the performance and relevance of the
Swedish prediction models he has developed with his colleagues (Ulf Brüde and Karl-Olov
Hedman). His remark was that the model is expected to produce high accident prediction
because it was developed several years ago when accident rate was quite high in Sweden and
the regression coefficients were developed with less vehicle volume. This remark will be
investigated in this work.
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4 Black Spot Management (BSM)
Black spot management (BSM) has a long tradition in traffic engineering in several countries
in the European Union and is still considered an essential part of the site-specific traffic safety
work in several countries.
This chapter discusses topics relevant to this work like black spot management definition and
philosophy, stages in black spot management, current identification methods applied in some
countries, and the recommended black spot identification methods as concluded in the EU’s
Sixth Framework Programme, RiPCORD-iSEREST project by Sørensen & Elvik (2007). More
details about the guidelines can be found in their work.

4.1 Definitions and Philisophy
There is no standard definition exits of black spots (Elvik, 2004; Hauer, 1996). However, based
on an OECD report (OECD , 1976) and more recent work (Persaud, et al., 1999; Hauer, et al.,
2002a; Vistisen, 2002), has helped to make a distinction between the common definitions of
black spots;
1. Numerical definition
 Accident number
 Accident rate
 Accident rate and number
2. Statistical definition
 Critical value of accident number
 Critical value of accident rate
3. Model-based definition
 Emperical Bayes
 Dispersion value
A simple numerical definition can be taken from the official Norwegian definition of a black
spot: A black spot is any location with a maximum length of 100 metres, at which at least four
injury accidents have been recorded during the last five years (Statens vegvesen, 2006). This
definition does not make any reference to traffic volume or to the normal number of accidents,
neither does it specify the type of location considered (Sørensen & Elvik, 2007).
A statistical definition of a black spot relies on the comparison of the recorded number of
accidents to a normal number for a similar type of location. For example, an intersection will
be classified as a black spot if the recorded number of accidents in a specific period is
significantly higher than the normal number of accidents for this type of junction. Depending
on how the normal number of accidents is estimated, a statistical definition may come close to
a model based definition of a black spot.
Model-based definitions of black spots are derived from a multivariate accident prediction
model. An example is the Emperical Bayes (EB) definition of a black spot given by Persaud,
et al. (1999). Models were developed for intersections and road sections, and the 20 highest
ranked locations were identified according to the EB estimate of the espected number of
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accidents. From a more theoretical point of view, black spots can be defined as any location
that (Elvik, 1988; 2007):
1. Has a higher expected number of accidents,
2. Than other similar locations,
3. As a result of local risk factors.
All three elements of the definition are needed. With respect to the first element, black spots
should be defined in terms of the long-term expected number of accidents, not in terms of the
recorded number of accidents. It does not make sense to regard a location as abnormally
hazardous simply because a high number of accidents happened to be recorded during a
specific period. Observed variation in accidents is always a mixture of random and systematic
variation, and it is sources of systematic variation that is of interest in safety analyses.
As far as the second element is concerned, black spots should always be identified as member
of a certain population of sites that are more or less similar to each other. Examples include
intersections with a given number of legs, road sections of a given length or horizontal curves
with radius in a certain range. The similarity of locations can also be assessed according to the
values for explanatory variables used in accident prediction models. Similar sites would then
typically be sites that have nearly the same traffic volume, the same speed limit, the same
number of lanes, and so on, for all variables that are included in the accident prediction model.
However, no definition of a population of sites and no accident prediction model will be
exhaustive in the sense that these definitions or models correctly identify all sources of
systematic variation in the number of accidents. If they did, all remaining variation would by
definition be random only. In that case a high expected number of accidents would be regarded
as “normal” in the sense that it would be fully explained in terms of the classification of sites
or the accident prediction model fitted. Accidents are, however, influenced by a very large
number of factors, some of which are local. Thus, the third element of the definition, stating
that a higher expected number of accidents should be attributable to local risk factors is also
needed.
Based on the definition the basic philosophy for BSM can be clarified. Thus, the philosophy is
to use the accident history to identify locations with local risk factors that are not immediately
visible for the road users and that are related to the local detailed road layout and traffic
behaviour. These locations can be treated relatively inexpensively because it is only the
detailed road layout and traffic behaviour that have to be changed and not the general road
layout. Therefore you get a lot of value for money used in terms of traffic safety. The nature of
BSM can be summarized as local, retrospective and remedial.

4.2 Stages in BSM
BSM can be divided into 9 more or less independent stages as in Table 1. This can also be
summarized in the following three activities as below (Sørensen & Elvik, 2007):
1. Definition and identification of black spots
2. Analysis of accidents and risk factors at black spots, designed to identify factors
contributing to accidents and propose treatments
3. Implementation and evaluation of treatments at black spots.
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BSM starts with a systematic collection of data that enable the identification of sites that have
developed into black spots. Once black spots have been identified, accidents are analysed in
order to find a common pattern of accidents and factors that contribute to accidents. A visit to
each site identified as a black spot is usually part of the process of analysis.

4.3 Current identification methods
In Elvik (2007, 2008), a survey was conducted to describe how black spots are identified in the
eight European countries: Austria, Denmark, Flanders, Germany, Hungary, Norway, Portugal
and Switzerland. These are summarized as the following.

4.3.1 Austria
A black spot is any location that satisfies one of the following two criteria:
1. Three or more similar injury accidents within three years and a risk coefficient Rk of at
least 0.8. The risk coefficient is calculated as follows:
=

. +

×

−

× ��

,

where:
AADT = Annual Average Daily Traffic
U = Number of injury accidents during three years
2. Five or more accidents (including property damage only) of similar type during one
year. Since 1995 property damage accidents are not recorded. Hence identification of
black spots primarily relies on the first definition.
To identify black spots, a sliding window with a length of 250 metres is applied. The window
is moved along a road and flags each location where one of the two criteria for a black spot is
met. The principle of the sliding window approach is illustrated in Figure 4.1. An accident
typology consisting of ten different types of accident has been developed for the purpose of
identifying similar accidents (Austian Guideline Code for Planning, Construction and
Maintenance of Roads , 2002).

Figure 4.1: Identification of black spots in Austria by sliding window approach (Austian Guideline Code for Planning,
Construction and Maintenance of Roads , 2002)
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4.3.2 Denmark
The identification of black spots relies on a fairly detailed classification of the road system into
various types of road sections and various types of intersections (Vistisen, 2002) (Overgaard
Madsen, 2005). To identify a black spot, a test based on the poisson distribution is used. The
minimum number of accidents for a site to be considered as black spot is four accidents
recorded during a period of five years. The level of significance used in the statistical test is
5%. Thus, suppose the normal number of accidents for a location has been estimated to 2.8
during five years and the five accidents have been recorded. Applying the Poisson distribution,
the probability of observing at least five accidents given that the mean number is 2.8 can be
calculated to 0.152, which means that this location would not be classified as black.
As far as road sections are concerned, black sections are identified by means of a sliding
window approach. The size of the window varies, depending on the normal number of
accidents for a section.

4.3.3 Flanders
The following definition of black spots is applied (Geurts, 2006), based on police reports of
accidents: Each site where in the last three years, three or more accidents have occurred is
selected. Then, a site is considered to be black when its score for priority (S), calculated using
the following formula, equals 15 or more:

Where;

= �+3 × �+

× �,

LI = total number of slight injuries
SI = total number of serious injuries
DI = total number of deadly injuries
A sliding window with length 100 metres is applied to identify black spots.

4.3.4 Germany
Black spots are identified by means of maps showing plots of accidents. A period of either one
year or three years is used to identify black spots (German Road Transportation Research
Association, 2006).
If one year is used, a location is classified as black if five accidents of a similar type,
irrespective of severity have been recorded at a location extending for not more than 100
metres. An elaborate accident typology has been developed to help determine if accidents are
of a similar type or not.
Using a three year period, a black spot is defined as any location where five or more injury
accidents have been recorded or any location where three or more serious injury accidents have
been recorded.
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4.3.5 Hungary
Two definitions of black spots are used. Outside built-up areas, a black spot is defined as a
location where at least four accidents have been recorded during three years on a road section
no longer than 1000 metres. Inside built-up areas, a black spot is defined as a location where
at least four accidents have been recorded in three years on a road section no longer than 100
metres.
Search for black spots is made by using the sliding window approach. The window is either
1000 metres or 100 metres wide.

4.3.6 Norway
In Norway, a distinction is made between black spots and black sections. A black spot is any
location with a length of not more than 100 metres where at least four injury accidents have
been recorded in the last five years. A black section is any road section with a length of not
more than 1000 metres where at least 10 injury accidents have been recorded during the last
five years. The period used to identify black spots or black sections was recently extended from
4 to 5 years (Statens vegvesen, 2006).
Black spots and black sections are identified by applying a sliding window, which is fitted to
the location of the accidents. Black sections will often consist of several black spots that are
located near one another.

4.3.7 Portugal
Two definitions of black spots are currently used in Portugal: one was developed by the Traffic
Directorate (DGV); the other was proposed by Laboratório Nacional de Engenharia Civil
(LNEC).
According to the definition of DGV, a black spot is a road section with a maximum length of
200 metres, with five or more accidents and a severity indicator greater than 20, in the year of
analysis. The severity index is calculated by the following weighted sum:
×

+

+

ℎ

×

Detection is carried out using a sliding window moving along the road.
An alternative method was proposed by LNEC in 1997 and tested in 1998.
According to this method, a black spot is a geographical area where the expected number of
accidents is greater than in similar areas, due to the influence of road characteristics peculiar
to the area. In practice this definition is applied differently to intersection and non-intersection
accidents. As far as non-intersection accidents are concerned, different minimum road section
lengths are used for single carriageway roads and dual carriageway roads: 250 metres minimum
length is used in the first case, 500 metres in the second. The road network has been divided
into 6 classes of road. For each class of road, a unique accident prediction model is fitted to
accident data for a five year reference period. In each year, observed accident data from the
previous five years are combined with the corresponding accident prediction model to estimate
the expected number of accidents. Depending on the road class, the worst 1/1000 or 2/1000
cases are selected for detailed safety diagnosis and possible intervention.
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4.3.8 Switzerland
A black spot is defined as any location where the recorded number of accidents is “well above”
the mean number of accidents at comparable sites. Comparable sites are defined by classifying
the road system into various types of sections and intersections. For each group, accident rates
are estimated. Based on the accident rates, critical values for the minimum recorded number of
accidents during a period of two years for a site to be identified as a black spot have been
developed.
For motorways, the critical accident count is 10 for all accidents, four for injury accidents and
two for fatal accidents. For rural roads, the critical values are eight for all accidents, four for
injury accidents and two for fatal accidents. For intersections in urban areas, the critical values
are 10 for all accidents, six for injury accidents and two for fatal accidents. The length of a
black spot, except for intersections, varies between 100 and 500 metres, depending on traffic
volume.

4.3.9 Sweden
No official black spot identification method was found for Sweden. However, some
municipality’s traffic report shows that black spot is identified as locations with high number
of recorded accidents in the national accident database as shall be seen in the case study for
Norrkoping city. This shows a need for an official black spot identification procedure.

4.4 Black Spot Identification Principles
In this sub-section, approved black spot identification principles and methods are briefly
discussed, which covers the generally recommended approach, the state-of-the-art approach,
and the best practices available as concluded by Sørensen & Elvik (2007). More details are
available in their work.

4.4.1 General recommendation
Overall identification principles can be divided into accident based and not accident based
principles. In addition the accident based principles can be divided into model based and not
model based principles. Transverse to this division you can identify principles you could call
accident specific principles. The not accident based principles can be divided into quantitative
and qualitative principles. Finally, the different principles and the methods can be combined in
several ways (Sørensen 2006, 2007). This is illustrated in Figure 4.2 below.

Figure 4.2: The five overall identification principles (Source: (Andersen & Sørensen, 2004))
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The accident based methods rely on data from the official accident statistics. However, several
studies show that these statistics both have a low and unbalanced coverage in comparison with
the real situation in most European countries (Elvik & Mysen, 1999). This means that there is
a risk of focusing on some wrong locations and problems in the BSM. Example of such study
from Denmark can be found in Andersen & Sørensen (2004). To avoid this problem many
attempts of not accident based identification have been made especially in North America
(Hummer, et al., 2003) (Leur & Sayed, 2002).
Despite problems with deficient accident databases the recommendation is that, identification
of black spots should be accident based, at least to some extent. This is recommended for
several reasons:








Many attempts of not accident based identification are made, but satisfactory methods
for not accident based identification have not yet been developed and implemented and
these methods thus need further development and evaluation (Hauer, 1996) (Sørensen,
2006). Thus, accidents must still be considered as the best indicator for black spots.
Despite Hummer et al. (2003) saying the opposite, we expect that the quality and
quantity of accident databases will improve in the future. A central argument for this is
that more and more countries or regions have or plan to supplement the police recorded
accidents with hospital recorded traffic accidents.
The problem of too “few” accidents to make a reliable black spot identification is only
present in the most safe countries that have identified and improved black spots for
decades, while it can be argued that there still are “plenty” of accidents in the less safe
countries and regions to make a reliable black spot identification possible in spite of
low level of reporting in the official accident databases.
The not accident based methods will typically be based on some kind of observation.
This causes an additional point of criticism. Identification based on inspection and
registration for the complete given road network will mean that the identification stage
will be very comprehensive, which is not the philosophy and intention of BSM (Hauer,
et al., 2002a).

Among both the model and the not model based identification principles you find the so called
specific identification principles. The advantage of these principle is that the identification is
based solely on site-specific accidents through specific accident themes or types or accidents
associated with road related risk factors whereby all interference from not site specific
accidents is removed already in the identification stage. This means that the link between the
different stages in BSM will be improved, because the analysis in a way already is started
during the identification stage. It can be argued that this will give a more effective traffic safety
work compared to the normal division of the work in different more or less independent stages
(Kononov, 2002).
However, these accident specific methods are not recommended. The reasons for that are the
following:


A significantly high number of accidents at a location compared to similar locations
must indicate that there are local risk factors and it is thus unnecessary to limit the
identification to road related accidents to find sites with road related traffic safety
problems (Thorson, 1970).
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It can turn out to be a problem to limit the accident data, which already is limited in
many countries due to incomplete accident reporting
An accident specific identification will demand a relatively comprehensive
identification stage. For instance it is necessary to analyse what accidents have road
related risk factors. However, the normal procedure and philosophy for BSM is that the
identification should demand relatively little resources (Thorson, 1970).
Focus on certain themes and accident types can result in the failure to identify other
traffic safety problems on the concerned sites.

4.4.2 State-of-the-art Approach
Black spots should be identified in terms of the expected number of accidents estimated by
using the Empirical Bayes (EB) method as a state-of-the-art approach. This method is
illustrated in Figure 4.3 below. In the empirical Bayed method, the expected number of
accidents on a specific location is estimated by weighting the registered number of accidents
on the location and the general expected number of accidents for similar sites estimated by
accident prediction models.

Figure 4.3: Illustration of the empirical Bayes method, where information about the normal and registered number of
accidents is combined for estimation the local expected number of accident for a specific location. (Sørensen, 2007)

This method is seen in the following formula:

Where:

( )= V × λ+
=

− V ×

+ /

ℎ

E ( /r) = the local expected number of accidents on a specific location
= the general expected number of accidents estimated by accident models
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r = the registered number of accidents on the location
k = the inverse value of the overdispersion parameter ( ⁄ ), recalling
overdispersion parameter ( ) from section 3.3, where Var(x) is the variance.
=

−

Several research projects have documented that black spots are most reliably identified by
applying the empirical Bayes technique. It has both been documented theoretically (Overgaard
Madsen, 2005a), empirically (Elvik, 2007) (Elvik, 2008a) and by simulation (Vistisen, 2002)
(Cheng & Washington, 2005).
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5 Software and Database review
PTV Visum Safety is the main tool used in this work for most of the quantitative analysis. The
results from the tool was also used in Microsoft Excel for some statistical analysis, especially
the EB method. For the qualitative assessment however, the checklist within TRL Street-Audit
for pedestrians and cyclist routes was used. STRADA is the database where all the historical
accident data is fetched and a description of its structure is briefly given.

5.1 PTV Visum Safety
Visum Safety is an add-on to PTV Visum, which is a macroscopic transport planning and
modelling tool. The add-on allows the combination of both transportation data (from road
authorities) and accident data (from police and hospitals), which enables more in-depth
accident analysis by road safety experts, due to its capacity for both macroscopic (network
management) and microscopic (black spot management) level analysis. Modelling results such
as traffic flow, traffic composition, speed and control system at intersection are utilized by the
add-on. The platform combines transport network configuration with travel behaviour and
historical (observed) analysis, which can be utilised to determine crash rates by location, for
both intersections (with different number of arms and control type), motorways, freeways and
arterial road within the network. This way, future safety considerations and the formation of
potential new black spot locations can be investigated with direct connections to demand
movements and route choice considerations.
The five tier structure discussed in chapter 2 is illustrated in Figure 5.1 below. The Road Safety
Audit and Road Safety Inspection elements are focused on adjusting the road geometry design
(existing and future) in a qualitative process as benchmarked to standards, while Road Impact
Assessment, Black Spot Management and Network Safety Management are quantitative
methods that deal directly with accident data and hence have the opportunity to be managed in
a smart and integrated manner.

Figure 5.1: EU Directive five tier structure (Hoffman, 2014)
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Visum Safety was therefore created as a platform that allows the combination of the three
quantitative elements of the five tier structure of the EU directive as shown in Figure 5.2 below.

Figure 5.2: Directive 2008/96/EC on road infrastructure safety management (Hoffman, 2014)

Embedded within Visum Safety is a simple Accident Prediction Model in an eXtensible
Markup Language (XML) format, which is a measure to relate the number of crashes
mathematically to the demand forecasting for the future year. The default prediction model
applied within the Visum Safety platform is as follows:
�

=

× ��

Where the following is represented;

A(P) = Predicted number of accidents at an intersection per million vehicles per
year
CR = Accident rate of given intersection type (accidents per million incoming
vehicle)
AADT = Average Annual Daily Traffic approaching the intersection

Figure 5.3: Default Intersection Accident Rates, Swiss model (Hoffman, 2014)

The default accident rates in Visum Safety are predefined Swiss model based on intersection
arms, control type and speed, as in Figure 5.3.
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Black spot management in Visum Safety is a microscopic level analysis in the network, where
contributing factors or similar patterns in the accident data are easily identified. With the help
of allocated accidents to links and nodes through the spatial reference of accident coordinate
in accident database systems (e.g. STRADA), the tool is able to rank locations of high safety
concerns or black spots, with an analysis of the causes, affected road users, and so on. In the
case where accident cost information is included in the accident data, weighting of black spots
by the total accident cost per location could be included in the black spot definition.

5.2 Street-Audit
Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) has developed Street-Audit, a module based software
package, which enables the maximum value of street audits to be realised. Using Street-Audit
for analysis allows the understanding of problems and identification of realistic priorities in
challenging environments. This is why this application will be used to analyse identified black
spot locations, as a reactive as well as proactive measure. Street-Audit contains the Pedestrian
module (PERS), the Cyclist module (CERS) and the Freight module (FERS). For the purpose
of this work, only the pedestrian and the cyclist modules would be considered, as these are the
most affected road users at intersections.
CERS and PERS are the recognised name for Cycling/Pedestrian Environment Review System.
The aim of the review systems (Cyclist and Pedestrian) is to record and analyse information
relating to cycling and walking activities in any given area with a view to harmonise cycling
and walking activities with the other street uses. The review system may therefore be defined
as a systematic process designed to assess the quality of the cycling or walking environment
within a framework that promotes objectivity. The process of review is designed to be cost
effective. The review framework can be used to access the current level of service for
pedestrians and cyclists, which may also be used to monitor changes in performance over time
as well (TRL, 2015).
PERS and CERS can be applied to the following types of pedestrian and cyclist environments
within the study area:








Links
Crossings/Junctions/Intersections
Routes
Public Transport Waiting Areas
Interchange Spaces
Public Spaces
Cycle Parking

This work is focused on intersections and therefore will only focus on PERS and CERS
application at intersections.

5.2.1 Intersection Review
Intersection review in Street-Audit is performed using an audit form which contains certain
checklists/parameters used for the observation and assessment of facility. The parameters for
intersection review for CERS and PERS are briefly described as follows;
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1. Pedestrian/Cyclist provision: Intersection provision is concerned with the level of
service provided and its appropriateness. The context of this parameter includes traffic
speed, traffic volume, control type, number of lanes, and so on. It will be important to
consider the types of pedestrians and cyclists most frequent at the facility (e.g. for
intersections near school premises) and the number of users at peak hours of the day.
2. Deviation from desire line: This parameter is concerned with the degree to which
pedestrian and cyclist must travel additional distance in order to use an intersection.
Where a facility does not serve the desire line, cyclists and pedestrians may seek
alternative routes through the intersection.
3. Legibility: In the context of intersection review, this parameter is concerned with the
ease at which pedestrians and cyclists can interpret how and when to use the junction.
Provision of visual aids are of particular value, which must be legible even after dark.
This makes lighting very important at intersections so that pedestrians and cyclists can
see and be seen by other road users.
4. Performance: This parameter assesses how well the intersection serves pedestrian and
cyclist needs overall, which encompasses its safety and effectiveness in securing a
passage for the users. It requires an observation of the presence of speed reduction
measures, lighting and sightlines, depending on the type of intersection and facility.
5. Capacity: This parameter concerns the degree to which the intersection provides
sufficient space for users relative to recommended minimums and to flows of users.
The width of the intersection should be adequate for the flows that it serves, particularly
during peak hours and there should be adequate space for pedestrians and cyclists to
wait prior to crossing and to disperse on the other side.
6. Delay: This parameter concerns the time for which a pedestrian or cyclist is delayed by
the need to cross an intersecting road. This applies to both controlled and uncontrolled
intersections and can be a matter of both signal timing and the availability of gaps in
motorised traffic.
7. Sightlines: Inadequate sightlines at intersections can act as a barrier to crossing and
increase the potential for conflict. This parameter concerns the assessment of sightlines
on the approach and through intersections for the presence of obstacles, curvature in
the road, parked vehicles and so on. This parameter is only applicable in to the CERS
module.
8. Gradient: Gradient on the approach to and through intersections can be very important
to pedestrians and cyclists as the steepness of a gradient will impact on the effort
required to re-start and the time taken to subsequently negotiate the entire intersection.
This parameter requires consideration of whether the camber of the road may create
difficulties for some vulnerable road users, including those using prams or wheelchairs.
9. Surface quality: This parameter deals with the evenness of the surface while taking
into account potential skid and fall hazards and the frictional qualities of the surface of
the intersection facility. Poor surface can lead to fall hazards and potentially discourage
the use of the facility.
10. Obstruction: This concerns any physical impediment to cyclists or pedestrians who
wish to use the intersection, which can pose a serious safety hazard to users, especially
sensory impaired people. Obstacles can be positioned in such a way as to reduce sight
lines in using the intersection, inhibiting the sight of on-coming traffic like parked cars
and safety barriers.
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11. Maintenance: The maintenance of an intersection includes consideration of a number
of issues, ensuring that the intersection is clean and well maintained, freedom from litter
and debris, and the quality of maintenance of intersection markings improves the
ambience and reassures users.
12. Dropped Kerbs: This parameter is only applicable in PERS only. It requires
consideration of the degree to which any kerbs along a particular intersection are
sufficiently dropped in the correct location to enable maximum accessibility for all
users.
13. Legibility for sensory impaired people: This parameter is concerned with the
provision that is made to allow sensory impaired people to use the intersection safely.
It is particularly important since these pedestrians are highly vulnerable to injury at
crossing points and failure to provide a point that is suitable for their use can completely
sever their route or journey. Signalised intersections should incorporate audible
crossing information. This parameter is applicable in PERS only.

5.2.2 Scoring system
The parameters above were designed to be numerically scored as a weighting factor so that
each parameter within the intersection environment could be scored after review. The weight
of each parameter is within the score range of -3 to +3, where score between -3 and -2 is very
poor, -2 to -1 is poor, -1 to 0 to 1 is average, +1 to +2 is good, and +2 to +3 is very good. For
a parameter to warrant a score of +3, it would need to be exemplary and of a standard identified
as best practice (TRL, 2015).
The sum of each parameter score is used to determine the overall performance of the
intersection facility, which is taken as the percentage of the maximum obtainable score. The
range of the percentages is from -100% to +100%, with the average performance at 25%.
Intersections that score above 25% of their maximum obtainable score will therefore be
declared as above average, while those that score below 25% will be declared as below average.

5.3 STRADA
Swedish Traffic Accident Data Acquisition (STRADA) is the national information system on
accidents and injuries for the entire transport system in Sweden. The system is based on
accident reports from both police and hospitals, which are matched to for a common report in
the case where same accident is reported by both parties. The aim of the system is to create a
better basis for road safety by reducing the loss of accident reports, especially accidents
involving vulnerable road users which are usually not reported to the police. The database is
GIS based, which means that maps are used for each accident registration.
The police report accidents at the scene of the accident, while hospitals also make a report of
the same accident based on the measured injury severity of each patient. These two reports are
combined to form a Statistic Report sheet called “Accidents” (Olyckor) and it contains all
recorded accidents with a reference to the report source.
Each accident in the database contains very important details like accidentID, accident date
and time, accident type, road type, road condition, x and y coordinate location, and so on. The
coordinate system used is the SWEREF 99. SWEREF is the Swedish Reference Frame 1999
and is the Swedish official reference frame at the time of this work.
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Accidents in the STRADA are classified by injury severity and by accident type which are
discussed as follows.

5.3.1 Injury severity (Svårhetgrad)
Accidents reported by police are usually classified into minor injury, severe injury and fatality,
based on police assessment at the scene of the accident. However, the hospitals use the
Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) to classify accidents, which is the classification used in
STRADA. Accidents are grouped according to their Injury Severity Score (ISS) which is based
on AIS classification as measured at the hospital as follows;






Minor accident (Lindrig olyckor) ISS 1-3: People whose injuries give an ISS value
of 1-3 or people who have been registered by the police as slightly injured.
Moderate accident (Måttliga olyckor) ISS 4-8: Those whose injuries give an ISS
value of 4-8 or people who the police have registered as severely injured.
Severe accident (Allvarliga olyckor) ISS 9: People whose injuries give an ISS value
of at least 9. This degree of injury is only allocated by the hospital.
Fatality (Dödsolyckor): People who were killed in the accident or dies from the injury
sustained from the accident within 30days of the accident.

5.3.2 Accident type (Olyckstyp)
There are three stages in every accident: pre-crash, crash and post-crash. In STRADA, the crash
stage is used in the determination of the accident type according to Hans Johansson (A regional
coordinator at STRADA), which means that neither the incident that led to the accident (i.e.
the pre-crash event) nor the incident after the event (i.e. post-crash) is used for the
classification. According to him, where more than one road users are involved in an accident,
the road user with the most observed injury severity will be used in the setting of the accident
type and is usually determined by the police at the accident scene. There are thirty accident
types in STRADA database (Transportstyrelsen, 2015) and were translated and described from
Swedish to English by Hans Johansson as in the appendix.
There has been several discussion over the years on the need for an international standard for
classification of accidents types due to the fact that different standard applies in different
countries, which is why this work will be investigating the compatibility of STRADA with an
international tool like Visum Safety.
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6 Case Study
This chapter begins with an introduction to Norrköping municipality, its transport
infrastructure, capacity and performance in terms of demand and supply. A brief justification
is also given on why intersection accident investigation in this city is of interest and the input
data are briefly described, after which the result procedure is established.

6.1 Introduction
Norrköping municipality inhabits 135,283 people (Statistics Sweden, 2015), out of which about
100,000 lives within the city. It is located 160km southwest of Stockholm, the capital of
Sweden. Figure 6.1 shows the aerial view of Norrköping city, with its road networks. To the
north of the city is an E4 route that connects to Stockholm and Sundsvall. The route runs
through the west of the city to connect Linkoping and Jonkoping to the south.

Figure 6.1: Map of Norrköping (Source: Openstreetmap, 2015)

An E22 route originates from within the city to connect regional corridor routes R51, R55 and
R56 for long vehicles with the E4 route at the northern part of the city and continues south
along the east coast. The inner city is externally bounded by Norra, Östra and Södra
Promenaden motorways.
Transport demand has been on the increase around the city, as the population continues to grow
with about 1500 additional people yearly. Figure 6.2 shows the vehicle traffic volume across
major roads in the city, with a minimum of 5,000 vehicles per day some routes, and as high as
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43,000 vehicles per day on others. In 2013, there were 57,818 personal cars, 6,761 trucks, 153
buses and 3,746 motorcycles in use (Trafik Analys, 2014), which results to a passenger car
share of 427 vehicles per 1000 persons. Bicycle daily traffic is estimated at 6900 per weekday.

Figure 6.2: Norrköping road traffic volume, adopted from Norrköpings kommun, 2015.

The increasing population and transport demand translates to an increased risk of exposure to
accident. In 2014, 722 accidents were recorded, with 2 fatalities, 23 serious accidents, 169
moderate accidents and 528 minor accidents, where 1069 people were involved in various
injury degrees, while 187 people were unarmed (Norrköpings kommun, 2015).
Figure 6.3 shows minor accident as the most frequent accident type, and Street or Road section
as the location type with the highest accident count followed by Street or Road intersection.
The frequency would further increase if accidents at roundabout is combined with accidents at
road intersection from the chart.
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Figure 6.3: Number of Accidents by severity and location type

In the ‘Traffic in Norrköping Report 2014’, the municipality of Norrkoping identified some
road stretches and intersections with high accident record over five years, which are shown in
Figure 6.4, where the red broken lines and the triangles represents Road stretches and
Intersections respectively.

Figure 6.4: Accident-prone road stretches and intersections over a five year period (Norrköpings kommun, 2015)
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Most of the Road-Stretches identified in the figure are not managed by the Municipality of
Norrkoping, while the all the intersections are. Intersections in Norrkoping city are therefore
interesting for investigation since it is the second highest accident location and are managed by
the Norrkoping municipality.

6.2 Data description and collection
The input data used for this work are mainly the Visum transport network model for
Norrkoping city which contains the road network and the vehicle ADT (including cars and
trucks), STRADA database and Cyclist and pedestrian ADT. These are described in this section
accordingly.

6.2.1 STRADA
Accident data for Norrköping municipality from January 2010 – July 2015 was fetched from
the Swedish Traffic Accident Data Acquisition STRADA database described earlier in section
5.3. The data was received in an excel format and the data is grouped into different sheets like
summary, map, accidents, persons, persons police, persons hospital, injuries and seriously
injured, where each sheet contains specific report as named. A total of 3,376 accidents with 9
deaths, 114 very serious injuries, 858 serious injuries and 2,394 light injuries are contained in
the report between the time period as reported by police and hospitals.

6.2.2 Network model for Norrkoping
The Norrkoping network model is a Visum transportation network model of Norrkoping city
which is based on the model owned by the Norrkoping municipality and run by WSP Group (a
transport consultant company).

Figure 6.5: Norrköping Network Model in Visum
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The model as shown in Figure 6.5 above contains 884 links and 334 nodes, travel demand
origin to destination matrix, and the average daily traffic (ADT) flow, which is the average
travel demand per day during a full year in 2010.
A major setback of this model is that it contains only private car volume. The volume of public
transport, tram, cyclist and pedestrian are not available in the network model. The links are of
different capacity based on their length, number of lanes and speed limit. Another setback of
this model is its poor node structure, which is made obvious by the background map (OSM).
In this model, intersections are recognized as a node, irrespective of the number of arms of that
intersection. The result of this structure would be seen at the application of prediction models.

6.2.3 Cyclist and Pedestrian Flow
Traffic volume at intersection varies from hour to hour, day to day and month to month, and
this variation can be revealed through continuous count. For example, an hourly expansion
factor (HEF), daily expansion factor (DEF) and the monthly expansion factor (MEF).
Unfortunately, there is only cyclist data on few links but no pedestrian data available at the
municipality. The flow data required in this work is the actual flow of pedestrians and cyclists
that actually use an intersection facility as discussed earlier. This means there is way of
determining HEF, DEF or MEF for pedestrians and cyclists at intersections in the city.
Due to unavailable data, a 15 minutes count on weekdays would be conducted at lunch time
(12:00), which is the pedestrian peak period in Sweden, at identified locations. An estimated
HEF would then be applied at each location to convert the counts into an average daily traffic
(ADT), with the consciousness of the fact that pedestrian and cyclist volume is generally low
at winter time.

6.3 Procedure
The first process was to reconfigure the accident classification as would be seen in chapter 7.
Then, the default prediction code embedded within the application was reconfigured to the
Swedish model with the support of the product application manager to include attributes like
pedestrian and cyclist volume, intersection control type, number of arms and speed with their
corresponding regression coefficients as developed by the SRA in the appendix section. A part
of the configuration as it compares to the default model is seen in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7.
Signalized intersections and roundabouts are the only recognized intersection types by the
application and therefore, other intersection types are grouped as unsignalized and the
corresponding coefficients are applied.
The accident data from the database was then imported into the application, and each accident
was allocated to the nearest link or intersection. An identification parameter of 8 accidents in
5years within an intersection of 50m radius was defined and used to produce a heat map that
identified the locations with high recorded number of accidents. The locations were numbered
and recorded. The default prediction model (Swiss model) and the Swedish model were then
applied at the identified locations, while the Swedish model included the converted ADT for
pedestrians and cyclists. Also, a sensitivity analysis was performed with varying volumes of
pedestrians and cyclists to observe the reaction of the Swedish model. The state-of-the-art
identification method was then applied to the results of both the Swiss and the Swedish models
in excel, to determine the expected number of accidents with these models. Their results were
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compared and the correlation of their recorded number of accidents and expected number of
accidents was determined. Qualitative assessment was then applied at locations with high
vehicle volumes.

Figure 6.6: Configured node attribute for the Swedish Model

Figure 6.7: Default Visum Safety APM Configuration (Swiss model)
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7 Results and Discussion
This chapter covers the results of the objectives of this work. The result of each objective is
discussed and grouped under the subsections as follows.

7.1 STRADA compatibility and usability
There are thirty accident types in STRADA which are based on the post-crash event of the
accident as described earlier. This made it difficult for STRADA to be implemented into the
tool used in this work, because STRADA was developed for Sweden, not for international use.
German accident classification is the default of the tool and only seven accident classification
is possible within the tool. The thirty accident classifications in STRADA were therefore
regrouped to ensure usability by the application support team. The new classification was
achieved by merging accidents of similar events as seen in the Figure 7.1 below.

Figure 7.1: Swedish and Default Accident Grouping

Accidents involving single pedestrian, single bicycle and single moped, as well as rear-end
collision and over-taking collision were grouped together to fit into the available classification,
while accidents that could not be merged were grouped as others.
42% of the total accidents in the database are single pedestrian accidents. This is not recognised
in other countries as a traffic accident.
The database would not be compatible with tools that cannot be easily reconfigured.

7.2 Black Spot identification with historic data
All the accidents were imported into the tool and allocated to the nearest link and node. The
allocation distance was set to 50m due to poor alignment of the network model to the
background Open Street Map and the coordinate system. Despite the allocation distance, a
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small fraction of the accidents remained unallocated. Figure 7.2 shows that imported accidents
distribution across the network. The legend shows the colour codes of accident classification
and the road user involved in the accident.

Figure 7.2: Output of Imported and allocated accident data from STRADA in Visum Safety

To identify intersections with the highest accident record, a threshold value of 8 accidents
within the period of five years was set within a location radius of 50meters. This values were
used since there isn’t an official standard of identification. The values also seem to produce a
balance number of locations. 64 locations were identified, out of which 35 are intersections.
The intersections are numbered and categorized as shown in Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.3: Identified locations with high recorded accidents
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7.3 Prediction models
Two accident prediction models were presented earlier in this work. The first is the default
model embedded within the tool used, and the second is the Swedish model. These two models
were both tested with the available data to predict the number of accident per million vehicles
in the next one year and the results are compared in the subsections below.

7.3.1 The Swedish model and the Swiss (default) model
Table 2 shows the prediction results for all identified intersections with high recorded number
of accidents based on the set parameter. The Swedish APM column shows the result of the
accident prediction per million vehicle, pedestrian and cyclists per year. A sensitivity test was
later conducted, varying the volume of pedestrian and cyclist ADT.
The predicted accident count with the Swedish model is generally high at most intersections
with high traffic volume, and higher as the volume increased as in Table 2. Its regression
coefficients are seen to be volume sensitive and unable make relevant prediction as earlier
predicted by Jörgen Larsson. The intersection with the highest accident record and one other
identified location (black spot 18) are grade intersections with a roundabout at the top and a
highway below connected with ramps. Being recognized as a node makes the prediction at the
locations to be completely far from reality. Other locations with high predicted accidents are
also multi-armed roundabouts with very high vehicle volumes, and are recognized by the
network model as a single node. Some locations have no node in the network model, which
means they are not recognized as intersections in the network model and thus zero vehicle
volume was assigned and no node prediction was applied to them by the application.
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Figure 7.4: Normalization of Recorded accidents, Swedish APM and Swiss APM results
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It is however clear from the result that roundabouts performed better with less predicted
accidents for locations with high vehicle volume than signalized locations.
In section 5.1, the default prediction model within Visum Safety i.e. the Swiss model, was
introduced. This model was also used to run the input data. The Swiss_APM column in Table
2 shows the results of predicted number of accidents per million vehicles per year. The model
has no provision for pedestrian and cyclist volume, as the accident rates only use vehicle
volume, intersection types, number of arms and speed for its calculation as shown in section
6.3.
Location
Control
Nygatan - Drottningga
Yield/Stop
Bredgatan - Kungsgata
Yield/Stop
Södra PromenadenSignalized
-H
Hamnbron - Flemingg
Signalized
Riksvägen rondell Roundabout
Kungsgatan - Kvamgata
Yield/Stop
Gamla Rådstugugatan
Signalized
Kungsgatan - S:t Persg
Yield/Stop
Albrektsvägen - Ljurag
Signalized
Södra PromenadenNo
- ONode
Kungsgstan - Vattenga
Signalized
Gamla Övägen - Grönd
Yield/Stop
Hörngatan - Nygatan
Yield/Stop
Fenixrondellen
Roundabout
Skarphagsleden - Ektor
Yield/Stop
Packhusrondellen Roundabout
Östra Promenaden Signalized
-L
Riksvägen - Finspångs
Roundabout
Finspångsvägen - Karl
Yield/Stop
Södra PromenadenSignalized
-D
Albrektsvägen - Hage
Signalized
Hörngaan - S:t Pergata
Yield/Stop
Stockholmsrondellen
Roundabout
Norra PromenadenNo
- V Node
Drottninggatan - Skolg
No Node
Kungsgatan - Nygatan
Signalized
Östra Promenaden Signalized
-H
Sandbyhovsrondellen
Roundabout
Hagarondellen
No Node
Kungstorget
Signalized
Slottsgatan - Vattengr
Uncontrolled
Gamla Övägen - Albre
Roundabout
Lindövägen - Risängsg
Yield/Stop
Södra PromenadenSignalized
-D
IngelstadrondellenRoundabout

Vehicle HEF
5235 10
21647
5
18103
4
38949 1.5
50117 1.5
14967 2.5
14230 1.5
13552
2
3883 2.5
0
0
19809 2.5
11363 1.5
9055
3
18595
3
9158 2.5
37932 1.5
31165 2.5
32401
3
12710 2.5
11183
5
13547
4
2838
3
30206
3
0
0
0
0
8722
3
26120
3
44009
2
0
0
36483 3.5
5296
2
16469 2.5
4623 1.5
9846 2.5
41731
0

Ped

3000
1860
183
30
45
125
60
120
213
0

3723
68
165
105
83
23
263
240
178
485
244
285
261
0
0

135
273
50
0

494
26
173
29
95
0

Cyc

Recorded Swedish_APM Swiss_APM
100
27
0
0
50
19
474.3
9.5
80
19
13.1
4.7
15
20
29.9
3.6
15
55
325
8.2
13
17
5.4
3.5
15
9
7.5
3.7
20
17
5.8
5.9
50
15
0.2
0.4
0
0
16
0
13
13
10
1.8
8
14
0.5
2.7
15
13
5.8
4
33
15
8.3
3.1
30
17
3.7
4
6
17
39.6
6.2
85
17
36.1
8.1
126
18
109.3
5.3
55
16
2.4
3
85
17
2.6
1
52
14
10
3.5
39
14
0.4
0.7
66
21
130.2
5
0
0
13
0
0
0
10
0
27
12
0.1
2.3
69
11
22.6
6.8
36
19
193.1
7.2
0
0
13
0
172
21
65.7
9.5
6
8
0
1.2
43
10
6.7
2.7
9
12
0
1.1
23
10
1.8
0.9
0
13
82.8
4.1

Table 2: APM result for locations with high recorded accidents
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The predicted results are relatively low when compared to the Swedish APM. The result shows
that the model and its crash rates may not be very applicable in Swedish cities due to the heavy
presence of pedestrians and cyclists at some of the intersections which are not considered in
the model. The number of recorded accidents and the number of predicted accidents with both
models were normalized in Figure 7.4 to show the normal distribution of the result at each
location to give a clear visual comparison between the locations.

7.3.2 Sensitivity test (Swedish model)
The purpose of this test is to verify how the Swedish model reacts to increase and decrease in
pedestrian and cyclist traffic volume. Each location was tested with different pedestrian and
cyclist volumes varying from 0 to 1000 and the result is presented in Figure 7.5.
The first column contains the prediction result when pedestrian and cyclist volumes were set
to 0. Column 1 shows the result when the pedestrian volume was increased to 500 and cyclist
volume remained at 0. In column 2, cyclist volume was balanced with pedestrian volume and
both were set to 500 each. In column 3, pedestrian volume remained at 500 while cyclist
volume was increased to 1000. In column 4, pedestrian volume was also balanced with cyclist
volume and both were set to 1000 each. It became observe from the result that the pedestrian
and cyclist regression coefficients produced the same result when pedestrian and cyclist
volumes were interchanged, that is when pedestrian was 0 and cyclist was 500, the result
remained the same as when the values were interchanged.
The predicted accident per million vehicle, pedestrian and cyclist per annum was seen to
increase with increase in the number of passing pedestrian and cyclist. The Swedish model is
seen to react accordingly to the increase in traffic volume.
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Figure 7.5: Swedish APM Sensitivity Test Result
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7.4 State-of-the art Black Spot identification
Empirical Bayes (EB) method is the recommended state-of-the-art black spot identification
method as described in section 4.4.2. This was applied to the locations identified in the previous
subsection, to obtain an expected number of accident per year. The EB method was applied
with both the Swiss and Swedish predicted accidents. The results are presented in the following
charts.
Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7 makes obvious the relationship between the recorded number of
accidents, the predicted accidents and expected accidents for the Swedish and the Swiss model.
As mentioned in section 7.3, the Swedish model produced a higher number of predicted
accidents than the Swiss model, which became more amplified in the value of the expected
number of accidents when the EB method was applied. The result shows the expected number
of accidents trying to level up with the recorded, irrespective of the difference between the
value of the recorded and predicted accidents in both models. Figure 7.6 shows the result with
the Swedish model, which was rescaled cutting out some outliers, so as to be comparable to
the Swiss model in Figure 7.7. For the Swiss model on the other hand where low number of
accidents were predicted, the EB method produced an expected accident relative to the
recorded accident the locations as in Figure 7.7.
Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9 shows the correlation between the recorded and expected accident in
each model. The Swedish model have a more positive R2 value of 16.6% and the Swiss model
55.7%, which confirms the performance of the models with the input data. The Swiss model
clearly outperformed the Swedish model going by the correlation coefficient results.
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Figure 7.6: Result of EB method for Swedish model
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Figure 7.7: Result of EB method for Swiss model
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Figure 7.8: Correlation between Recorded and Expected accident, Swedish model, without outliers
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Figure 7.9: Correlation between Recorded and Expected accident, Swiss model without outliers

It is important to note that several points are not displayed in Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9 due to
the scale that was used and hence the direction of the correlation lines. The full data with the
outlier points for both models are presented in Figure 7.10 and Figure 7.11 below.
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Figure 7.10: Correlation between Recorded and Expected accident, Swedish model with Outliers
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Figure 7.11: Correlation between Recorded and Expected accident, Swiss model with outliers

7.5 Qualitative assessment
In this section, qualitative assessment of some selected locations from the locations with high
accident records was performed. The selection was based on the observed increase in predicted
accident with increased vehicle ADT. The observation holds true for both Swedish APM and
Swiss APM results as in Figure 7.12 and Figure 7.13.
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Figure 7.12: Observed relationship between predicted accidents and Vehicle ADT with the Swedish Model
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Figure 7.13: Observed relationship between predicted accidents and Vehicle ADT with the Swedish Model

Locations with vehicle ADT higher than 30,000 were therefore selected for qualitative
assessment and the checklists discussed in chapter 6.2 were applied at each of the locations as
follows.
Kungstorget
This location is a roundabout with signalized control, necessitated by the presence of a tram
line. It is a very important intersection based on the road network of the city, which exposes it
to heavy traffic, especially vehicles of over 36000 per day, as well as high pedestrian and cyclist
traffic due to tram bus-stop located between the intersections. 21 accidents (19 light and 2
moderate injuries) were recorded at this location in the last 5 years with the share of 33% cars,
15% pedestrians and 14% Cyclists. Rear-end collision is the most frequent accident type among
cars, while single pedestrian and cyclist accidents is the most frequent among other road users,
which is largely due to slippery road surface. Below is the result of the application of the
assessment checklist at this location.
Review parameters
Legibility
Dropped Kerbs
Sightline
Surface quality
Maintenance
Crossing provision

Performance

Comment
Visual/audible aids provided and environment is well
lit at night.
Well placed
No obstructions at entry, exit or between road users.
Some part of the road surface appears rough, but ok.
Ambience is good
Sufficient lanes but allowed vehicle speed is 40km/h
with no enforcement measure. High for unprotected
road users
Yield distance is below standard, markings are old and
not clear at some provision.

Score
+2
+2
+2
0
+1
-2

-2
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Capacity
Deviation
Gradient
Delay

High capacity at peak period for all road users.
No means for deviation from desired lane
Well graded.
Signal controlled, average delay for the demand.

-2
+2
+2
+2

Table 3: Summary of Qualitative Assessment Checklist Result at Kungstorget

This location has a total score of 7. High volume of cars and other road users at peak period is
the major vulnerability of this location, as this amplifies human error due to hastiness.
Lowering the allowed vehicle entering speed from 40km/h to 30km/h could reduce the rate of
rear-end collision, as this would allow the driver a longer reaction time, as well as reduce
collision impact especially with vulnerable road users. Based on table 2, improving the surface
quality, maintenance, street marking and yield/stop distance will reduce the number of single
accidents for pedestrians and cyclists at this location.
Östra Promenaden – Lindövagen
This is a signalized intersection and composes of a tram line, vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians.
The road demand at peak period is high at this intersection with an average of over 31,000
vehicles per day due to its location, which is a mix of residential, offices and stores, which
accounts for moderate pedestrian and cyclist volume using the intersection daily. 17 accidents
(14 light and 3 moderate injuries) were recorded at this location in the last 5 years, and the
share of involved road user is 35% car, 35% pedestrians, 24% cyclists and 6% trucks.
Overtaking and turning collision are the most frequent accident type at this location. Below is
the summary of the qualitative assessment at this location.
Review parameters
Legibility
Dropped Kerbs
Sightline
Surface quality
Maintenance
Crossing provision
Performance
Capacity
Deviation
Gradient
Delay

Comment
Visual/audible aids provided and environment is well lit
at night.
Well placed
Parked vehicles slightly obstruct the view of pedestrians
and cyclists
Quality is good
Ambience is good
Provision is good, entering speed of 30km/h is
acceptable.
Yield distance below standard, north-bound lane small
for entering volume
High capacity at peak period for all road users.
Pedestrians mostly deviate from their lane at this
location.
Well graded.
Signal controlled, average delay for the demand.

Score
+2
+2
-1
+2
+2
+2
-3
-1
-3
+2
+1

Table 4: Summary of Qualitative Assessment Checklist Result at Östra Promenaden – Lindövagen

Total score at this location is 5. Pedestrian behaviour is the major pedestrian hazard at this
location, as most people easily deviate from the traffic signal especially when red, and proceed
to use the intersection at a farther entrance, exposing them to the risk of getting hit by vehicles
with green. It is advisable to minimize this deviation by restricting vulnerable road users from
deviating from crossing provision. Also, the north-bound lane entry point is narrow (single
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lane) for both right turning vehicles from Lindövägen and left turning vehicles from
Replasgaregatan and since they share the same signal phase cycle, collision is inevitable. The
semi conflict movement for left turning vehicles from Replasgaregatan and west-bound traffic
from Lindövägen is also a potential hazard especially at peak hours. A separation of the turning
movement phase would prevent the conflict points is recommended.
Stockholmsrondellen
This location is a major roundabout in the northern part of the city. It recorded 21 accidents
(with 19 light and 2 moderate injuries) in 5 years. The average daily traffic at this location is
estimated at 30,000 vehicles, most of which are rear-end and overtaking collision, with the
share of involved road users as 43% car, 15% motorcycle, 14% bicycle and 10% pedestrian.
Pedestrian and cyclist flow is moderate at this location due to some attractions and close by
residence. Below is the summary of the qualitative assessment at the location.
Review parameters
Legibility
Dropped Kerbs
Sightline
Surface quality
Maintenance
Crossing provision
Performance
Capacity
Deviation
Gradient
Delay

Comment
No provision for impaired pedestrians at the major
arms.
Well placed
Sightline is good
A few bad spots.
Ambience is good but fading road makings.
Provision is good but no allowed entering speed. High
speed observed.
Traffic calming only at the west arm. Vehicle conflict
observed.
High capacity at peak period for all road users.
No deviation observed
Well graded.
Average delay at peak observed

Score
-2
+2
+1
-1
-1
-2
-3
-1
+2
+2
-1

Table 5: Summary of Qualitative Assessment Checklist Result at Stockholmsrondellen

Total score at this location is -4. Observed speed at this location with respect to the traffic
volume is a major vehicle accident cause at this location, especially at peak period, as some
vehicle refuse to yield and maintain close acceptance gap, which reduces their braking distance
and leads to rear-end conflict. Impaired pedestrians are not encouraged at this location, as there
is no provision for them at the southern and the northern arm of the roundabout. Vehicle speed
at this arms is of major concern especially for the crossing vulnerable road users. Enforcing a
reduced entering speed at this location would go a long way to curb accidents at this location,
especially at the northern and southern arm of the roundabout.
Sandbyhovsrondellen
This roundabout is about 1km north of the Stockholmsrondellen above. It leads further out of
the city and thus gets a heavy daily traffic of over 44,000 vehicles with very few volume of
pedestrians and cyclists. In the last 5 years, there has been 19 light injuries recorded at this
location, which involves 47% car, 15% bicycle and 11% motorcycle, with most frequent
accident being rear-end or overtaking collision and single car collision. Below is the summary
of the qualitative assessment.
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Review parameters
Legibility
Dropped Kerbs
Sightline
Surface quality
Maintenance
Crossing provision
Performance
Capacity
Deviation
Gradient
Delay

Comment
Legible and infrastructure is well placed
Well placed
Sightline is good
Surface quality is good
Ambience is good and road makings are clear
No vehicle traffic speed indicated.
Vehicle conflicts observed. Poor vehicle behaviour at peak
hour
High vehicle capacity at peak period
No deviation observed
Well graded.
Average delay at peak period observed

Score
+2
+2
+1
+2
+2
-2
-3
-2
+2
+2
-1

Table 6: Summary of Qualitative Assessment Checklist Result at Sandbyhovsrondellen

Total score at this location is 5. The main observed accident cause at this location is heavy
vehicle volume. The entering speed at the location is 40km/h which is fair to throughput but
not to the vulnerable users. The speed limit is not also enforced and vehicle behaviour at yield
points during peak hours increase collision possibilities due to many conflict points, especially
rear-end and left-turn conflict. Speed reduction and yield enforcement would increase the
safety level of this roundabout.
Riksvägen – Linköpingsvägen rondellen
This is a grade intersection, with a roundabout located above an E22 highway which can be
used to connect through the south western part into the city, while the E22 continues all the
way to Linköping. It is a busy roundabout, with a daily average vehicle volume of over 50,000
and thus has no provision for pedestrians and cyclists. It recorded 55 accidents all of which are
light injuries in the last 5 years, most of which are rear-end or overtaking collision 75% and
single car collision 18% including both trucks and cars. Table 7 below shows the summary of
the qualitative assessment. The reason for high number of recorded accident at this location is
the radius of the location, which also cover accidents at the ramps linking the roundabout from
the highway.
Deviation while manoeuvre through the roundabout is a major hazard at this location. No speed
entering speed limit was observed at this location and most vehicles manoeuvred the facility at
high speed, especially during less traffic. Drivers grow impatient at the ramp and often disobey
yield sign due to delay.
Review parameters
Legibility
Dropped Kerbs
Sightline
Surface quality
Maintenance
Crossing provision
Performance
Capacity

Comment

Score
Not applicable
Not applicable
Sightline is good
+2
Surface quality is good
+2
Ambience is good and road makings are clear
+2
No entering speed observed
-3
Vehicle conflicts observed. Poor vehicle behaviour at peak -2
hour
Very high vehicle capacity at peak period.
-2
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Deviation
Gradient
Delay

Deviated manoeuvring observed for vehicles.
Well graded.
Average delay observed during peak hours

-2
+2
-1

Table 7: Summary of Qualitative Assessment Checklist Result at Riksvägen – Linköpingsvägen rondellen

Total score at this location is -2. The volume of vehicles at this location increases the risk of
exposure to conflict and hence the high accident record. The entering speed on the ramps is
60km/h, which is the speed with which most of the vehicles approach the roundabout and this
clearly explains why rear-end collision is the most frequent accident at this location. Though
the lanes at this roundabout are marked, reduced entering speed and yield enforcement at are
highly recommended to minimize accident occurrence at the location.
Riksvägenrondellen
This roundabout is a grade intersection, located above an E22 highway 1.2km north of the
location above. The E22 continues all the way to connect Linköpingsvägen, hence the heavy
traffic. With an average daily vehicle traffic 32,000 the location recorded 18 accidents, all of
which are light injuries in the last five years, with cyclists and pedestrians as the most
vulnerable at 56% and some single car and rear end accidents. The roundabout has a few
attractions like stores, offices and residents close by, which translates into moderate pedestrian
and cyclist volume. Below is the summary of the assessment.
Review parameters
Legibility
Dropped Kerbs
Sightline
Surface quality
Maintenance
Crossing provision
Performance
Capacity
Deviation
Gradient
Delay

Comment
Legible and infrastructure is well placed
Well placed
Sightline is good
Surface quality is good
Ambience is good and road makings are clear in most
area.
Entering speed is 40km/h.
Poor vehicle behaviour at peak hour
High vehicle and pedestrian capacity at peak period.
Deviation restricted for pedestrians and cyclists, but lane
deviation observed for vehicles
Well graded.
Minimum delay observed

Score
+2
+2
+2
+2
+1
-2
-3
-1
-2
+1
0

Table 8: Summary of Qualitative Assessment Checklist Result at Riksvägenrondellen

Total score at this location is 2. Again, volume at peak period and allowed the main hazard at
this location. Lane marking would reduce lane deviation and manoeuvring vehicle conflict.
Reduction of entering speed and enforcement would increase reaction time for drivers and
reduce impact on other vehicles or VRUs in case of mistake by others.
Packhusrondellen
This is another major roundabout in the north of the city and it serves a high volume of cars
and trucks at a daily average almost 38,000. Pedestrians and cyclists are very few at this
location. A total of 17 accidents (all with light injuries) which includes 53% cars, 12%
pedestrians, 18% cyclists and 6% trucks were recorded at this location over the last five years.
Below is the summary of the assessment.
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Review parameters
Legibility
Dropped Kerbs
Sightline
Surface quality
Maintenance
Crossing provision
Performance
Capacity
Deviation
Gradient
Delay

Comment
Legible and infrastructure is well placed
Well placed
Sightline is good
Surface quality is good
Ambience is good and road makings are clear in most
area.
Entering speed is 40km/h. Not placed at all entrance.
Poor vehicle behaviour at peak hour
High long vehicle capacity at peak period.
Vehicle lane deviation
Well graded.
Delay observed during peak hours

Score
+2
+2
+2
+2
+1
-2
-2
-1
-3
+2
-2

Table 9: Summary of Qualitative Assessment Checklist Result at Packhusrondellen

Total score at this location is 1. Observation reveals that pedestrians and cyclists are
intimidated to use the crossing by the volume of vehicles especially at peak hours. Entering
speed at this location is also high for collision impact, reaction and breaking distance, and the
speed is not enforced. Lane marking would reduce manoeuvre deviation and long vehicle
blind spot conflict with other vehicles, and enforcing the speed limit would reduce collision
impact, reduce deviation and increase reaction time at the location. Relocation of pedestrian
and cyclist crossing from this roundabout would be recommended to increase vehicle
throughput and reduce risk for vulnerable users.
Ingelstarondellen
This roundabout is about 200meters north of Sandbyhovsrondenllen as it connects the all
traffic from the E55 highway to the city. It thus serves an average of over 41,000 vehicle
traffic daily and has recorded 13 accidents (light injuries) over the last five years. Due to the
location, pedestrian and cyclist provision is not available at the intersection and thus, readend or overtaking collision is the most common accident type with 69% share followed by
single car and motorcycle accident with 18 % respectively. Below is the assessment
summary.
Review parameters
Legibility
Dropped Kerbs
Sightline
Surface quality
Maintenance
Crossing provision
Performance
Capacity
Deviation
Gradient
Delay

Comment
Not applicable
Not applicable
Sightline is good
Surface quality is good
Ambience is good and clear road makings
Entering speed is 40km/h. Not placed at all entrance.
Poor vehicle behaviour at peak hour
High vehicle capacity at peak period.
Vehicle lane deviation
Well graded.
Delay observed during peak hours

Score
+2
+2
+2
-2
-2
-1
-2
+2
-2

Table 10: Summary of Qualitative Assessment Checklist Result at Ingelstarondellen
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Total score at this location is -1. High vehicle volume is the main accident cause, as drivers
behave erratically at peak period, increasing the chances for a conflict. Throughput at the
location is also quite low, as the location is always at full capacity. This leads to reduction in
gap acceptance between vehicles and increases the chance of rear-end collision as the reaction
time is reduced.
Lane marking at the roundabout would to some extent help guide vehicles through and reduce
conflicts, but enforcement of yield and speed would get a better result. Diversion of traffic
through other routes is also encouraged to reduce the delay and risk of exposure at the location.
Hamnbron – Fleminggatan – Sjötullsgatan
This is a signalized intersection located about 400m south of Packhusrondellen to connect Östra
Promenaden and it receives an average of vehicle traffic of about 39,000 daily and relatively
few cyclists and pedestrian traffic per day. The location recorded 20 accidents (2 moderate and
18 light injuries) in the last five years, most of which are rear-end or overtaking collision with
75% share, single car and motorcycle with 10% and 15% share respectively, with 15% car,
motorcycle and truck as involved road users respectively. Below is the qualitative assessment
summary at the location.
Review parameters
Legibility
Dropped Kerbs
Sightline
Surface quality
Maintenance
Crossing provision
Performance
Capacity
Deviation
Gradient
Delay

Comment
Legible and audible for impaired persons.
Well placed
Sightline is good
Surface quality is good
Ambience is good and clear road makings
Sufficient provision but no visible allowed
speed limit.
Poor vehicle behaviour at peak hour
High vehicle capacity at peak period.
No deviation restriction for pedestrians
Well graded.
Delay observed during peak hours

Score
+2
+2
+2
+2
+2
-1
-2
-1
-2
+1
-2

Table 11: Summary of Qualitative Assessment Checklist Result at Hamnbron – Fleminggatan - Sjötullsgatan

Total score at this location is 3. Vehicle traffic at this location is the major cause of accidents,
as drivers react irrationally and often try to beat the traffic light timer at close gaps with little
or no reaction time.
Since pedestrian and cyclist volume is relatively low at this location, removal of the crossing
provision would improve the traffic flow at this location. Redirection of traffic is also
encouraged to decongest the traffic volume using the intersection.

7.5.1 Performance
As discussed in section 5.2, the performance of each location was calculated as the percentage
of the maximum obtainable score at the facility as shown in Figure 7.14. The maximum
obtainable score at most locations is +33, except at Ingelstarondellen where legibility and
dropped kerbs parameters could not be assessed due to lack of pedestrian and cyclist provision
at the facility with a maximum score of +27. This means that the percentage score for an
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averagely performing location is 8.25 except at Ingelstarondellen which is 6.75. Figure 7.14
shows the output of the comparison between the number of recorded accidents, qualitative
assessment score and the average performance value. The figure makes it clear that most of the
locations analysed performed below average, and requires some attention in attempt to forestall
accident occurrence at the locations.
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Figure 7.14: Comparison between Recorded accidents, Qualitative assessment score and Average performance value
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8 Conclusion and Recommendation
This chapter concludes this work with on recommendations and conclusions drawn from the
aims and limitations of this work.
As we have seen in STRADA, there are thirty accident types based on the crash stage of the
accident. This detailed accident classification might be good for the purpose of local accident
investigation but makes such database not readily compatible with international transport
modeling tools, as regrouping the accident types to fit into Visum Safety was one of the
challenges that was faced with the process of this work. This therefore amplifies the need for
an international standard for accident classification either event or impact based in accident
database systems.
Pedestrian and cyclist data at intersections are not readily available and inconsistent in many
studies in comparison to vehicles volume data with measurement possibilities via fixed and
automatic counters. As we have seen, this data was required for the Swedish prediction model,
since the model provides for pedestrians and cyclists. In most research works, the pedestrian
volume data used are often counted for 15 minutes and adjusted for temporal variation (as in
this work), while other works simply estimate the count based on the intersection capacity. As
much as this serves as a temporary measure, longer counts will surely lead to better precision
that will increase the accuracy of models. There is therefore need for the development of
cheaper and more consistent devices for pedestrian and cyclist counts at intersections, while
municipalities, road authorities and transport consultants should also prioritize the need for
pedestrian and cyclist data in their network models. The result also shows the need for an
update in the network model currently available at the university which is also the same
available to the municipality and consultant companies. An updated model with all available
transport mode and flow data will increase the accuracy of simulation results and enhance
research works and decisions.
Different countries have different national definition and identification standards for blackspot
management, but researches in Sweden have apparently been unusually silent in this area over
the years. Though some municipality reports in Sweden identify blackspots in their traffic
report (Norrköpings kommun, 2015), no reference was made to the standard of identifying such
blackspots, which shows an obvious need for a national standard.
The result of the Swedish prediction model clearly confirms the obsoleteness of the regression
coefficients within the model as predicted by Jorgen Larsson, with very high number of
predicted accident as traffic volume increased. Despite this observation, the Swedish model
still remains desirable for its sensitivity and robustness, but its performance functions must be
updated to be relevant today. The Swiss model on the other hand performed much better with
high traffic volume which shows that though the model is simple, its regression coefficients
are more relevant than the Swedish model. It is however recommended that the default
prediction model in the Visum Safety should include comprehensive prediction model that
provides for pedestrian and cyclist volume as well, as this would further enhance its
application.
The state-of-the-art approach, which combined the weight of the accident records and the
weight of the predicted accidents to produce an expected number of accidents was seen to
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produce a more relevant result, despite the performance of the models applied. The approach
was seen to perform much better than using either accident records or predicted accidents only
for black spot identification and its adoption is thereby recommended, especially in Sweden
where no identification standard has been defined.
The qualitative assessment clearly shows that all the assessed locations performed below
average in terms of safety. It highlights the need for proactive safety measures at these locations
to forestall accident frequency. The assessment shows that a law without enforcement is just a
good advice, which is why accidents remains frequent at the assessed locations. This means it
is not enough to mount speed limits and priority signs, but it must be enforced especially at
intersections where conflicts are most likely to occur. It also shows high operating speed, lack
of lane marking which leads to lane deviation and poor driving behaviour as problems common
at most of the intersections assessed. High operating speed reduces drivers’ reaction time to
emergency situations on the road and it also exposes vulnerable road users to the risk of
increased collision impact. Lane marking at roundabouts is also recommended as a means to
reduce conflicts, especially at locations with high volume of long vehicles. At
Packhusrondellen and Hamnbron – Fleminggatan intersection, relocation of pedestrian
crossing is recommended to reduce pedestrian and cyclist accidents, which would in turn
increase vehicle throughput. Poor driving behaviour as a function of human factor was not
considered as a local accident factor in the accident prediction models but is identified as a
common problem during the assessment. It is however recommended to have prediction models
that would consider human factor as one of the local inputs for expected accident calculations.
The application of the impact assessment methods introduced in this work in form of the
quantitative and qualitative methods at intersections in Norrkoping has revealed questions to
be answered, actions to be taken and proactive ways of reducing the expected number of
accidents in the city, especially at locations with high daily traffic volume.
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D: Translation of STRADA accident classification from Swedish to
English
Abbreviation
S
O
U

A
K
M

C

F

G0
G1
G2
G3

Description (Swedish word within quotation mark) Type of road user
”Singel” – accident involving only one road user
Only motor
(motor vehicles)
vehicles
”Omkörning” – Collision between motor vehicles
Only motor
during over take
vehicles
”Upphinnande” – Rear end collision: collision
Only motor
with another motor vehicle using the same lane of
vehicles
a carrigageway and moving in the same direction.
”Avsvängande” – Collision between two motor
Only motor
vehicle as one of the vehicles is turning
vehicles
”Korsandeolycka” – Collision between two motor
Only motor
vehicles in an intersection course.
vehicles
”Mötesolycka” – head on collision: collision with
Only motor
another vehicle using the same lane of a
vehicles
carrigageway and moving in the opposite
direction.
”Cykel/moped i kollision med motordrivet
Motor vehicle,
fordon” - Collision between a cyclist/moped and a
cyclist/moped
motor vehicle.
”Fotgängare i kollision med motordrivet fordon” Motorvehicle,
Collision between a pedestrian and a motor
pedestrian
vehicle.
”Fotgängare singelolycka” – Pedestrian who falls
Pedestrian
due to road circumstances.
”Cykel singelolycka” – accident involving only a
Cyclist
cyclist
”Moped singelolycka” – accident involving only a
Moped
moped
”Fotgängare i kollision med cykel” – Pedestrian
Pedestrian,
involved in an accident with cyclist
cycklist
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G4

”Cykel i kollision med cykel” – Cyclist in a
collision with another cyclist

Cyclist, cyclist

G5

”Cykel i kollision med moped” – Cyclist in a
collision with a moped

Cyclist, moped

G6

”Fotgängare i kollision med moped” – Pedestrian
in a collision with a moped
”Moped i kollision med moped” – moped
involved in a collision with another moped.
”Fotgängare i kollision med fotgängare” –
Pedestrian involved in a collision with another
pedestrian
”Tåg i kollision med oskyddad trafikant eller
motorfordon” – Train in a collision with a
pedestrian, cyclist, moped or a motor vehicle

Pedestrian,
moped
Moped, moped

G7
G8

J

Pedestrian,
pedestrian
Train, motor
vehicle,
pedestrian, moped
cyclist
Tram, motor
vehicle,
pedestrian, moped
cyclist

J

”Spårvagn i kollision med oskyddad trafikant eller
motorfordon” – Tram in a collision with a
pedestrian, cyclist, moped or a motor vehicle

J

”Tåg/spårvagn i singelolycka eller övrig olycka” –
Tram/train involved in a single accident or an
accident that does not fit the description of any of
the J-type accidents

Train

W1

”Viltolycka. Motordrivet fordon i kollision med
rådjur/hjort” – Collision between a motor vehicle
and a roe deer.
”Viltolycka. Motordrivet fordon i kollision med
älg” - Collision between a motor vehicle and a
moose.
”Viltolycka. Motordrivet fordon i kollision med
ren” - Collision between a motor vehicle and a
reindeer
”Viltolycka. Motordrivet fordon i kollision med
annat vilt” - Collision between a motor vehicle
and some kind of wild animal.

Motor vehicle,
roe deer

W2

W3

W4

W5

”Viltolycka. Motordrivet fordon i kollision med
vildsvin” - Collision between a motor vehicle and
a boar.

V0

”Övriga olyckor som inte kan hänföras till någon
annan olyckstyp” – Accident that does not fit the
definition of the types described in this document.

Motor vehicle,
moose
Motor vehicle,
reindeer
Motor vehicle,
wild animal other
than specified in
other accident
types
Motor vehicle,
boar

Any kind of road
user
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V1

”Motordrivet fordon i kollision med djur
(häst/annat tamdjur)” – Motor vehicle in a
collision with domestic animal

Motor vehicle,
domestic animal

V3

”Traktor/snöskoter/terränghjuling/motorredskap
singelolycka eller i kollision med motordrivet
fordon ” A tractor/snowmobile/off-road vehicle/
motorized equipment involved in a single accident
or in a collision with a motorized vehicle.

V5

”Motordrivet fordon i kollision med
parkerat/uppställt motordrivet fordon ” –
Motorized vehicle in a collision with another
motorized vehicle that is parked/set-up
”Motordrivet fordon i kollision med annat
motordrivet fordon under backning/vändning/usväng” - Motorized vehicle in a collision with
another motorized vehicle during reverse/turn/uturn.

Tractor,
snowmobile, offroad vehicle,
motorized
equipment,
motorized vehicle
Motorized
vehicals

V6

Motorized
vehicals

Appendix D: Translation of STRADA accident classification from Swedish to English
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